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Fire shuts down
Hilltop Commons
Faulty fryer source of afternoon closure
By Brian Brown
News Editor

Carr said the bigger issue
with the incident was that the
fire suppression system within
A small fire in a kitchen the hood of the fryer did not
fryer closed Hilltop Commons discharge. The system is
Tuesday afternoon during the designed to dispense a large
amount of white powder when
tail end of the lunch period.
According to Director of a lever on the system is pulled.
Interim Director of Dining
University Relations Joe Carr,
the incident occurred at 1:20 Services Dawn Aubrey said it
p.m. while the fryer was being' was determined that the lever
cleaned. He said the unit mal- on the suppression system malfunctioned causing sparks, functioned. A repairman from
flames and a small fire, which the company was immediately
was immediately contained. dispatched, and the system was
There were no injuries, but the fixed later thlt evening.
Orono Fire Department was Because a fire extinguisher
called to the scene to ensure was discharged, the Maine
the situation that was under
See FIRE on Page 4
control.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS

YOU'RE HIRED — Paige Madeira speaks to Michael Griffaun at one of the Career Center's
many job fairs in the field house. See story on page 6.

Campus responds to cable survey
Auxiliary Services questions what students want to pay for entertainment
By Nick McCrea
For The Maine Campus
Two surveys were recently
issued to on-campus students in
response to numerous complaints
about the University of Maine's
cable television lineup. The
UMaine Auxiliary Services and
Residents on Campus worked
together to create and distribute
the survey. The results will help
determine if any actions should be
taken to satisfy the cable program-

ming desires of residents.
The most recent survey was
sent out in mid-January, and its
questions centered on how much
students were willing to pay to add
certain channels. The results of
that survey are not yet finalized.
ROC President Adam Kirkland
said that adding these channels
would need to involve 100 percent
participation by on-campus students.
"It's going to be a commitment
that we all have to make," said

Kirkland. "That's why [the second
survey] is more about what you are
willing to pay for these new channels."
The first survey was issued to
students on FirstClass in October.
Its main purpose was to determine
students' general preferences and
find out what they wanted to
watch.
In the first survey,45 percent of
the 1,142 residents who completed
See CABLE on Page 3

Rocky Mountain High
CLIMB
AWAY —
Jim Davis
and Rob
Lateiner
give Eric
Hanson
and Eva
Clohency
important
belaying
instructions
Monday
night in the
MaineBound
center.
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LUNCH TIME LESSON — A. James McAdams lectures to
an intimate crowd about contemporary German politics
and the new chancellor of Germany.

Lecture touts the future
of German government
By Matthew Kinsman
For The Maine Campus

States" at the Buchanan
Alumni House.
McAdams' lecture focused
Despite a long history of on Angela Merkel, who was
troubled relations between the sworn in as Germany's first
United States and Germany, a female chancellor in November
leading expert of contemporary 2005, following her tightly
German politics believes that contested electoral victory over
Germany's newly elected the incumbent Chancellor
leader will provide a ray of Gerhard Schroeder two months
hope.
earlier.
On Wednesday, A. James
During the talk, McAdams
McAdams, a political scientist touched on Merkel's potential
at the University of Notre influence on Germany's falterDame, delivered a talk titled, ing economy, the war on terror
"The German Election and the and diplomatic relations with
Victory of Angela Merkel: Its the U.S., which he believes
Impact on the European Union
and Relations with the United
See GERMAN on Page 5
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Drunken driver attempts hit and run
At 1:50 a.m. Friday, an officer
on patrol in the Ushuaia parking lot was approached by several people who had been
socializing in the parking lot
after the nightclub had shut
down. The individuals claimed
that a car had entered the parking lot at a reckless speed and
that the driver had attempted to
hit them. The officer located
the vehicle in question, which
was still running, with the driver
Officers
inside
it.
approached the car and told the
driver, identified as Jodie
Merchant, 22, of Hancock to
turn off the engine. When
asked if she had been drinking,
Merchant replied that she had
two beers. When officers asked
her to step out of the vehicle to
perform field sobriety tests,
Merchant said, "Are you serious?" As the testing progressed, Merchant admitted to
having consumed more than
two beers. She failed her tests,
was arrested for operating
under the influence and was
to
Penobscot
transported
County Jail. Her blood-alcohol
content was revealed to be a
0.19.
Man busted for Twisted Tea
and marijuana possession
At 11:30 p.m. Friday, an officer
on patrol in the Ushuaia parking
lot noticed two individuals sitting in a parked car. Upon
approaching the vehicle and
speaking with the passenger, the
officer could smell the odor of
burning marijuana. When asked
if there was marijuana in the
car, one of the occupants, identified as Jibryne Karter, 21, of
Fairfield stated that he had
smoked earlier in the day, but
that there was nothing in the
car. A search of the car proved
otherwise; a roach was found in
the center console, along with a
glass pipe and a baggie of marijuana. In addition to this, there
were four bottles of Twisted Tea
found in the passenger seat.
Officers asked the other occupant of the car, identified as
Amanda Bragg, 20, of east
Vassalboro how much she had
to drink. Bragg stated that she
had consumed one Twisted Tea.
Upon further questioning, it
was discovered that Karter had
purchased the alcohol in Orono
and that the drugs belonged to
him. As a result of these circumstances, Karter was issued
summonses for providing alco-

hol to a minor, possession of a
useable amount of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia. Bragg was issued a
summons for possession of
alcohol by a minor by consumption.

inspection of Dugas' driver's
license, that she was only 19.
Though Dugas pleaded with
the officer to "give her a
break," she was issued a summons for possession of alcohol
by a minor.

Minor summonsed for
possession of alcohol

Man jailed for criminal
trespassing at Ushuaia

At 12:07 a.m. Saturday, an officer patrolling Crosby Street
noticed a man walking down the
street, drinking a Coors Light
beer in plain sight. The officer
stopped to remind him that
drinking in public was illegal.
Upon learning that the man,
identified as Zachary Charles,
20, of Jay was not of age to consume alcohol, the officer issued
him a summons for possession
of alcohol by a minor.

At 12:30 a.m. Sunday, officers
arrived at Ushuaia to assist the
staff in the removal of a disorderly individual from the dance
hall. Once inside, the officers
located the man causing the
problems,
identified
as
Christian Pereira, 22. The officers informed him that Ushuaia
management wanted him to
leave. Pereira complied with
the officers, who advised him
not to return, and left the premise. Twenty minutes later,
Pereira was observed by police
in the Ushuaia parking lot.
Officers watched as Pereira
walked across the street to the
Bangor Savings Bank parking
lot and then back toward
Ushuaia, out of sight of the
officers. When they arrived at
the front door to the dance hall,
Pereira was seen exiting the
building once more. As a
result, Pereira was placed
under arrest for criminal trespassing and transported to
Penobscot County Jail.

Officers catch 19-year-old
woman possessing vodka
An officer patrolling Washburn
Place at 12:35 a.m. Sunday
observed a female walking
towards him carrying two bottles of Glacier Bay vodka and
juice. He stopped to speak with
the woman, identified as
Kristen Mclaughlin, 19, of
Skowhegan. Mclaughlin denied
that she was consuming the
alcohol and stated that she was
merely bringing it inside. The
officer explained to her that
she was still in possession of it,
thereby breaking the law.
Mclaughlin was then duly
issued a summons for possession of alcohol by a minor.
Plea for a break earns minor
a summons for possession
At 1:30 a.m. Sunday, an officer
patrolling
Crosby
Street
observed a group of people
walking on the side of the road.
As the officer got closer, he
noticed a female in the group
that was holding a can of Bud
Light beer. As the officer drove
by, he watched as the woman
tried to move the can to the
other side of her body, in order
to obstruct the can from the
officer's view. The officer
pulled into a driveway and
observed the woman discard
the can into a front yard. The
officer stopped the group and
spoke with the woman, who
initially
presented
her
MaineCard to the officer, identifying her as Hillary Dugas.
The officer then learned, upon

Minor fails sobriety tests .
and pays a visit to jail
At 2:20 a.m. Sunday, an officer
observed a car traveling toward
Park Street down a dirt access
road that led to the UMaine
campus. The car maneuvered
around a concrete barricade
and turned onto Park Street.
Knowing that the road the car
came from was closed to the
public, the officer followed the
car, eventually pulling it over
on Forest Avenue. The officer
made contact with the driver,
identified as Michael Socoby,
20, of Old Town. Upon speaking with Socoby, the officer got
the impression that he might be
under the influence of alcohol.
The officer asked Socoby to
perform some field sobriety
tests to which he complied.
Socoby failed the field sobriety
tests. He was arrested for operating under the influence and
transported
to
Penobscot
County Jail, where it was
revealed that his blood-alcohol
content was a 0.10.

The only place on campus
where you can shoot a canon.
THE

Are you jealous?

AMPUS
Laura Giorgio
Photo Editor
581-3059

Hot Swing Trio
Performance
by
Mark
O'Connor's Hot Swing Trio,
part of the Maine Center for the
Arts season. 7 p.m. at the
MCA. For more information,
contact Deb Seekins at 5811755.
Friday
Open forum with chancellor
Open forum with UMaine
System Chancellor Joseph
Westphal and Vice Chancellor
Elsa Nunez for UMaine students, faculty and staff. 9 — 10
a.m. in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union.
Remembering Coretta King
A remembrance ceremony
for major civil rights activist, 23 p.m. in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union.
Hunger awareness
Human rights and local
community soup and bread
reception. A night of discussion, awareness and fundraising to benefit Crossroads
Resources in Old Town. 5 — 8
p.m. in the Coe Room of
Memorial Union.
Hubble Vision 2
A planetarium show for ages
9-adult. Students are free, fee
for the public. 7 p.m. in the
Jordan Observatory. For more
information, contact Alan
Davenport
at
aland@maine.edu or at 5811341.

Saturday
Winter Bigelow Backpack
Intro Level 1. Two days of
winter backpacking in The
Bigelows around Flagstaff
Lake. Equipment is provided.
Students pay $90 and the public pays $120. Equipment is

provided and no experience is
necessary. For more information, contact Andew Borek on
FirstClass.
Ski for women
Annual 5K cross-country ski
race. All money raised goes to
Spruce Run and a $10 donation is suggested to enter. A
raffle will be run for participants
as well. Entry starts at 8 a.m. at
Maine Bound-UM Outdoor
Education Center. The race
begins at 9 a.m. For more
information, contact Anne
Weisheipl on FirstClass.
Piano-cello recital
Internationally renowned
Silver Duo featuring Phillip and
Noreen Silver of the School of
Performing Arts Music Division
performing 19th century masterpieces including sonatas by
Beethoven
and
Brahms.
Students are free, fee for the
public. 7:30 p.m. in Minsky
Recital Hall of the Class of
1944 Hall. For more information, contact Karen Cole on
FirstClass or at 581- 4704.
Sunday
Follow the Drinking Gourd
Planetarium show for ages 7
— 12. Students are free, fee for
the public. 2 p.m. in the Jordan
Observatory. For more information, contact Alan Davenport at
aland@maine.edu or at 5811341.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Khela Kupiec or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event.
Deadlines for submissions are
9 a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday
for Thursday publication

College of Education
Human Development
Applications for Fall semester
5tudent Teaching/Internships
are now available at the
5tudent Teaching Office,
130 .‘hibles Hall.
Application deadline is February 28
For students ready to begin an
internship in the Fall 2006 5emester.

For more information,
call Pam Kimball
at 581-2'1.56.
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Skate Skate Revolution

Peer Ed wants to hear
students' sex stories
By Dana Bulba
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS
Tuesday's free skate.
during
Arena
Alfond
at
FUN ON ICE — Students take to the ice

Pseudo stock exchange tests theory
Student investment group sets up competition with a $100 cash prize
By Ashlee Doherty
For The Maine Campus
Whether you know nothing or
everything about stocks, the
University of Maine Student
Portfolio Investment Fund of the
University of Maine Foundation and
the University of Maine Business
School have created a contest that
everyone can enjoy. This competition will either teach you something
new or allow you to use your current
knowledge to take a chance with an
invented stock market
The contest consists of a $100
cash prize to the winning five stock
picks after three months.
Adding some excitement to the
competition, Robert Strong, professor of fmance and SPIFFY adviser,
will throw a dart at the Wall Street
Journal, picking five stocks at random that participating students and
faculty members will compete
against

CABLE
From Page 1
it said they were satisfied with the
current channels, while 55 percent
believed the selection was lacking,
according to Jen Moreau of
Auxiliary Services.
The two most desired types of
channels were sports, with 431
votes, and movies, with 310.
There was also an open-ended
question that asked the students
which channels they would most
like to see on campus if they could
choose from any of them. The
response revealed that 332 of the
927 respondents wanted to see the
Sports
England
New
Network,added to campus televisions.
In part, the surveys are due to
vehement complaints, mostly from
angry Boston Red Sox and Boston
Bruins fans, who cannot watch
their teams on television and
instead have to wait until the next
morning to watch highlights on
ESPN.
. The common view among students seems to be that auxiliary
services could pay a little extra to
get NESN on campus.
M'oreau said these surveys are

Strong is the 2005 distinguished
Maine professor whose stock market
insights are widely respected.
SPIFFY, the undergraduate student investment group is very famil-

"Hopefully this will
bring attention to the
Maine Business School
and one ofits most
publicized student
organizations."
William Sulinski
Senior
Finance economics major
iar with areas of money and business.
Established by the University of
Maine Foundation 12 years ago with
a $200,000 starting fund, SPIFFY
crossed its million-dollar mark last
the first steps in resolving student
grievances.
"We're really in the preliminary
stages, and the best way to start
with that is to find out what students want. However, regardless
of the outcome,there's not a pot of
money sitting somewhere waiting
to be spent on cable programming," said Moreau.
Auxiliary Services has a relatively small annual budget. It
receives no money from tuition or
tax dollars. Because it primarily
serves on-campus students, most
of its funding comes from room
and board payments. According to
Moreau, around 52 percent of the
money that goes toward the campus cable subscription is spent on
the five sports channels that are
currently provided in the programming.
Moreau _added that if the campus were to get NESN, it would
come in a cable package with Fox
Sports New England, but this
package would be extremely
expensive to add. Moreau could
not give an exact estimate on the
total cost this would bring to
Auxiliary Services, but the most
recent survey estimated that $7.33
would need to be added to room
and board fees for every on-campus student if these two channels

year and now has a $1.1 million realmoney investment fund.
The contest was designed to prod
at testing a prominent finance theory
that states no investor can consistently outperform a random stock portfolio.
With the contest entries being the
investors, and Strong as a random
portfolio, the outcome of the contest
is sure to add insight to this theory.
William R. Sulinski, a senior
financial economics major involved
in the creation of the contest, hopes
to get even more out of this competition.
"Hopefully this will bring attention to the Maine Business School
and one of its most publicized student organizations," said Sulinski.
The contest will begin this month.
To enter students have to do pick five
stocks and FirstClass them to
"SPIFFY CONTEST." Information
is also available at www.spiffyfund.org.
were added to the UMaine package. This raise would not cover the
costs of upgrading the cable plant
to accommodate additional channels.
ROC formed a campus cable
committee to work with Auxiliary
Services to put together the first
survey and get a feel for what the
students wanted. Ryan Hale, the
ROC representative of Oak Hall,
was a member of this committee.
"I think that Auxiliary Services
is doing the best that they can with
what they have," said Hale. "I can
understand [a raise in room and
board fees for more channels], but
not agree with it, because we
already pay enough to live in small
rooms, have no parking and eat
crappy food."
Moreau said the university is set
up for bulk programming, which
means every connection on campus has access to the same channels. Changing this set up would
be extremely expensive. Moreau
added that it was likely a fair number of students will never be willing to pay more for new channels
or to change the cable facilities on
campus. Auxiliary Services is still
looking for a way to solve these
issues, and they hope the surveys
will help them to get a feel for how
to do that.

The Peer Education program
is collecting any stories relating to the taboo topic of sex.
Graduate assistant Angela
Fiandaca is creating a book
composed of stories, quotes
and poems from UMaine students. Topics can vary from
sexually transmitted diseases
to body image to relationships;
Anything related to sex is
wanted.
The objective of the project
is to inform students and get
them talking about sex-related
topics and issues.
"We grow up in a society
where all we see in media
images is sex, but very few
people actually know much
about the facts of the subject,"
said Fiandaca.
Information gathered and
distributed she hopes will help
inform students about different
issues they may have otherwise
not have been aware of.
Rebecca Woods, peer assistant leader of Peer Education,
believes the book will help
inform students around campus.
"Hopefully, through this
book being made, people won't
be so scared to talk about sex,"
Woods said.
Woods also believes with
the making of this book, some
of the stigma surrounding the
word "sex" will decrease.
Stories of particular interest
in creating the compilation are
those relating to the topics of
sexually transmitted disease-

testing, rape and relationships
dealing with such issues. These
stories are wanted in anticipation that students will accept
the fact that there are such.
issues on campus.
Students submitting work
can use the book as an outlet;
it's a great way for them to
express a topic that they otherwise would not have been able
to discuss freely with others.
Fiandaca hopes that when
the stories are compiled into a
book, others will read and
relate.
"It's sort of validating to
realize that, yes, others go
through the same things we do
when it comes to relationships
and sex," she said.
Along with being sponsored
by the Peer Education program, the book is also fulfilling an assignment given by
Sandy Caron's graduate-level
human sexuality class.
"Our assignment was to do a
large project that would affect
others and hopefully help our
line of work," said Fiandaca.
Caron believes the project is an
excellent one and will help raise
UMaine students' awareness on
different issues on this campus.
"The collection of stories
[Fiandaca] will gather will be
educational, to say the least,"
said Caron.
All stories should be submitted via FirstClass to Angela
Fiandaca or anonymously at
the Memorial Union information booth for Peer Educators.
Fiandaca is hopeful that the
book will be distributed by the
end of the semester.

Think you're
front page
material?
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Brian Brown
News Editor
581-1270

A

It's an

(without the IOU).
And

's all mine.

I thought I learned a lot in college. And I did. But at Enterprise, I'm gaining
so much knowledge, so fast. Every day..is like a real world, business skills
crash course. From day one, I was actively participating in everything from
sales and marketing, to customer service, to accounting and finance.
Enterprise trains me in every aspect of running a successful business and
then gives me the opportunity to do it.
It's amazing how fast I was making crucial business decisions that effect
the bottom line of a $8.2 billion industry leader. Also, if I need help, I'm
not on my own. The people I work with are very friendly and very
supportive. Under Enterprise's promote from within philosophy, I'm
being mentored by successful, career-minded individuals who
were once in my shoes. I now see why the people here,
including the ones who went to business school, say that
Enterprise was the smartest decision they've ever made.

Ivy peril:MAI fAteitte
Apply online at: w-ww.enterprise.com/careers.
Or contact: Katie Wellman, Recruiting Supervisor
'phone:(207) 854-2513
e-mail: katrina.a.wellman@erac.com

EOE/MFDV

02006 Enteprme Re nt-A-Car Company.
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Residence Life plans to expand community living
By Khela Kupiec

Assistant News Editor
Residence
Life
and
Program's family of livinglearning communities is growing next fall with plans to
incorporate three new projects
into the program.
The final plans are not confirmed, but three proposals
submitted by student groups
are being seriously reviewed
and will probably be implemented,
according
to
AnneMarie Reed, associate
director of Residence Life.
The first project close to
being finalized is a suggestion
by the Student Organization
and Leadership Development
for a community of students
interested in leadership development. The name for the new
community will most likely be
the Dingo House. "Dingo"
meaning "I lead," is Maine's
motto and having a community
with that name would tie the
university and the state together, said Reed.
The second idea being dis-

cussed is a "sober living" community. A name has not yet
been picked for the project, but
the plan is similar to
Pennsylvania
State
University's "Lifehouse" program. Residence Life has
received many requests for living arrangements for students
who truly want to live in a substance-free environment.
Many students come to the
university who are in an alcohol or substance abuse recovery program, and they need
continued support to reach
their goals. "Sober living"
would be ideal housing in contrast to just having the substance-free floors that are currently in some buildings,
according to Reed. The idea is
also driven in part by the fact
that three-fourths of on-campus
residents are underage, and
having more substance-free
living available would make
sense from a legal standpoint,
said Lauri Sidelko, director of
alcohol and drug education
programs.
A number of schools across

the country are moving to make
entire living halls substancefree rather than just floors. The
University of Southern Maine
currently has three completely
substance-free halls, according
to Sidelko. If the suggested
community is finalized, the

"It gives you a sense
ofbelongingness to
a community, and
it's a great way
to go."
AnneMarie Reed
Associate director
Residence Life and Programs
alcohol and drug education
programs office plans on working together with the hall to
offer support and training for
resident directors and assistants.
The third idea is to have a
hall focused around fitness.
According to Reed, the hall

would not just be about lifting
Last year a community servweights— it would also focus ice, a social equity and a tree
on health, nutrition and overall house community was introwell-being.
duced
respectively
into
The goals of the living Cumberland, Hancock and
learning communities are to Oxford Hall. The communities
promote leadership experience, offer field trips like kayaking
community awareness and aca- on the Kennebec River with
demic achievement for stu- Kennebec Hall's Outdoor
dents. Research has shown that Adventure Community and
learning-living communities tutor and study groups for
create wonderful opportunities engineering
students
in
with many benefits for partici- Somerset Hall. In Oxford
pating students Reed said. In Hall's S-cubed community they
universities where such pro- have pumpkin carving and
grams are in place, there is a planetarium field trips.
Despite all the work to crehigher student retention of
freshmen. The communities ate common ground communimake for a less scary and over- ties there are still a number of
whelming first experience for students who do or would not
freshmen if they automatically wish to be active participants,
have a common bond with oth- and general housing will never
go away, according to Reed.
ers.
A task force of students,
"It gives you sense of
belongingness to a community, RAs, a faculty member and two
and it's a great way to go," said RDs meet every Tuesday at
Reed. "The academic focus in 2:30 p.m. in the Walker Room
the residence halls is also real- of Memorial Union to review
ly nice, and groups like tutor their project. Anyone interested
groups and study groups for in the planning process is welexams are a bonus and a won- come to join and share their
ideas.
derful opportunity."

Tourism research center
launches new Web site
By Ryan Clark

Staff Reporter

11.1 AMIE ME
witunq sus
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THE CULPRIT — Fryolator in Hilltop Commons caught fire during lunch Tuesday, forcing
the dining hall to close for the remainder of the day.

FIRE
From Page 1
Department of Health and
Human Services had to inspect
the kitchen. The repair and
inspection were completed by
7:15 p.m. Tuesday, and the dining commons reopened to serve
breakfast at 7 a.m. Wednesday.
Aubrey said they were lucky
the failure of fire system did

not cause serious injuries.
"I truly believe we're fortunate it wasn't a more serious
incident," she said. "We're
very glad we learned it malfunctioned when it wasn't serious. I'm. genuinely grateful no
one was hurt, and it did not do
major damage."
She isn't sure what caused
the fryer to malfunction.
Aubrey said the unit was turned
off, but it didn't cool down
properly. A company represen-

tative was en route to try to
determine what caused the malfunction in the device, which
was less than two years old.
Aubrey was grateful the
DHHS was able to quickly
inspect the facility, which on
average serves 1,400 to 1,500
students each day.
"We were concerned about
waiting, but [DHHS] helped us
out. We have a lot of students
to feed, and they put us very
high on the priority list."

Support your
local newspaper.
The Maine Campus,
your eyes and
ears since 1875.

No matter the season, its
goal is to make Maine a more
prosperous vacationland.
Last month, the Center for
Tourism
and
Research
Outreach officially launched
its Web site, giving public
access to studies on how the
state can successfully maintain
the tourism industry.
"This project has been in
the planning stages since the
fall of 2003 with the Blaine
Honse Conference on Natural
Resource Industries," said
CenTRO Director Harold
Daniel. "That resulted in the
call for a Tourism Research
Center to be developed by the
University of Maine System in
Gov. John Baldacci's 2004
State of the State address."
According to a report by
research firm Longwoods
International in 2004, tourism
in Maine generates more than
176,000 jobs with $3.8 billion
in wages, $531 million in tax
revenue and $13.6 billion in
sales of goods and services,
making it one of the state's
largest industries.
CenTRO's objective is to provide research and educational
programs that are based around
recreation and tourism within
the state. CenTRO draws its
resources from every campus in
the university system. Besides
informing the public, the Web
site will also look to aid state
and local officials in the attempt
to increase tourism resources.
"Part of our mission down
here in our center is economic
development, and it was the
natural fit with the work we do
at the University of Southern
said
Maine,"
CenTRO
Associate Director Charlie

Colgan. "I think it will contain
different kinds of information,
and already we want to create
a link to a variety of organizations that will continue and
expand."
Ideas for the structure of the
Web site came after Daniel
visited other tourism-based
Web sites operated by universities. Some of the schools
included the University of
Florida's Center for Tourism
Research and Development
and
University
of
the
Minnesota's Tourism Center.
While he was in Minnesota,

"Part ofour mission
down here in our
center is economic
development."
Charlie Colgan
Associate Director
CenTRO

Daniel learned that other states
share some of the same challenges as Maine. During his
visit to Florida, he met with
people whose backgrounds
range from sport tourism to
recreation management to risk
management in tourism.
"I learned how they organize
their approach to those challenges,"
Daniel said. "This was a great
opportunity to learn how tourism
efforts are financed in other states."
"In both of these cases, I
met university center faculty
and management, as well as
community and industry leaders. Both of these visits were
intense because of the diversity and number of people that I
met in a short period of time."
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GERMAN
From Page 1
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have been "pretty terrible" in recent years.
"Germany's relationship with the U.S.
has always been flawed," said McAdams.
"It is naturally flawed because it does not
represent a relationship of equals.
Germany is smaller, and the U.S. is a
hegemony."
Despite past struggles, McAdams
believes a reciprocal U.S.-German relationship is possible with Merkel at the
helm. He described Merkel as a -hardnosed" leader whose policy positions and
personality will allow her to be a fairly
candid critic of U.S. foreign policy.
During her first meeting as chancellor
with President Bush and top U.S. diplomats earlier last month, Merkel sharply
criticized the president for human rights
violations in Guantanamo Bay detention
centers.
The war in Iraq and America's handling
of the war on terror have been political rallying tools for German politicians in the
recent past.
According to McAdams, former
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder exploited
the German public's pervasive antiAmericanism leading up to the war by
pledging early opposition.
"It will be very difficult for Merkel to
change the German public's sentiments
toward the war in Iraq," said McAdams.
"Although most Germans supported the
Afghan invasion, it is hard to justify the
actions of the Bush administration's forceful, belligerent and un-nuanced course of
action toward the war in Iraq."
Although McAdams believes Germany is
not in the position to make any major foreign policy stance at this juncture, he does
expect Merkel to be much more critical
toward Russia and act as a "biased intermediary" between U.S. and Russian relations.
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He also expects Merkel to help form a
more "nuanced and appropriate" relationship with France, while also helping to
establish positive relations with eastern
Germany, considering she lived in East
Germany before the fall of the Berlin Wall
and is the first German leader to dwell
from the former communist nation.
Despite Merkel's expected impact,
McAdams remains skeptical of the German
government's ability to galvanize its public and reinvigorate Germany's stagnant
economy, especially in the current political
atmosphere.
Germany's two dominant parties,
Merkel's conservative Christian Democrats
and the center-left Social Democrats,
approved a coalition agreement after the
election that set out the policies of the government for the next four years.
"The question is, 'can a coalition this
precariously balanced do anything to
reform the German economy?," said
McAdams."I say,'no."
McAdams is the Dr. William M. Scholl
Chair in international affairs and director
of the Nasovic Institute for European
Studies at Notre Dame.
Along with being an expert in the twostate epoch of German history from 194989 and its aftermath, he has authored several books in the subject, including
"Germany Divided: From the Wall to
Reunification," "East Germany and
Detente," "Transitional Justice and the
Rule of Law in New Democracies," and his
latest, "Judging the Past in Unified
Germany."
Bahman Baktiari, associate professor of
political science at the University of
Maine, stressed the importance of
McAdam's visit and its intended impact on
the student body.
"This is the first opportunity we've had
to bring in an expert on German politics,"
said Baktiari. "We're trying to help students on campus get a better grasp of the
U.S. relationship with the E.U."
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THINKING MAN — A. James McAdams ponders a question during
a lecture Monday about German politics.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

ENROLL IN ARMY
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BECOME AN ARMY 0
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QUALIFY FOR A 2-YEAR ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP! CONTACT CAPTAIN JIM MORENO, 581-1125
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Career fair connects
students, employers
By Dana Bulba
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS

CANADIAN CHAT — Bruno Ramirez, professor of history at the Universite de Montreal,
delivers a lecture on French-Canadian immigration last Wednesday.

Speaker discusses French-Canadian
immigration over three centuries
By Joseph Bishop
For The Maine Campus

requires a historian to reconstitute regression movements in
time, while historical demographers deal with aggregate data,
which didn't begin until the
1960s and 1970s.
This dimension of migration
history deals with movement
over time, identifying every component of population and paying
more attention to the experience
of the individual people involved.

arrival in New England that had
to compelled them to leave.
"Why would a society attempt
Bruno Ramirez, a professor of
to insert themselves into a new
history at the Universite de
social context?" Ramirez asked.
Montreal, and Mark Richard, a
Ramirez learned more about
professor of history and Canadian
the French-Canadian migration
studies at Plattsburgh State
by locating adequate sources
University of New York, delivneeded to capture movements in
time, such as choosing localities
ered lectures on French-Canadian
to investigate the yearly basis of
immigration into New England
over the last three centuries,
immigration. New sources had to
The event represented a colbe found; actual travelers were
laborative effort between the
listed in administrative docuCanadian-American Center and
ments when each ship landed, for
"Whi,would a society
Franco-American Studies to
example, which detailed each
attempt to insert
obtain funds from the Quebec
passenger, where they were born,
Ministry of Intergovernmental
sex, education, profession
age,
themselves into a new
Affairs. The lecture committee
and more.
"Migration studies is a multiof the department of history also
social context?"
disciplinary enterprise," Ramirez
assisted with organization,
Ramirez first became involved
Bruno Ramirez said. It deals with "factors of
with research strategies in the
Professor of history expulsion and extraction, which
studies of French-Canadian
Universite de Montreal are both sociological and anthropological."
immigration upon his arrival in
Montreal in the early 1980s.
Ramirez found a problem with
After much writing and reflection
"[Historical sociography] isn't traditional studies on early immiand taking a step back to observe just about population movements gration to the United States.
how the field was shaping itself, but enters within the movements, Early research, he claimed, paid
Ramirez noticed a distinction how they're constituted demo- attention only to the "society of
between two dimensions in pur- graphically, sociologically, eco- destination" rather than the on suit or two subfields of migration nomically,
Ramirez gins of the immigrants themetc.,"
history.
selves.
explained.
The first subfield, historical
Historical sociography deals
"Their identity was considered
sociography, hasn't traditionally with the ethnic history of migra- secondary," he said. "What
been given enough attention in tion, the immigrants in their host counted most was what happened
the field, Ramirez said.
countries, and what circum- when they entered [the United
Historical
sociography stances existed before their States]."

education who represented the
Master of Arts and Teaching
Program for UMaine, said
attendance was up considerably this year.
He was pleased that they
had more than doubled the
number of students who
stopped and expressed interest
in the program compared to
last year.
Counihan relied on around
30 students and three academic
advisers, who worked as volunteers during the event.
"Most of the student volunteers are from the school of
business," she said.

The University of Maine
career fair was held in
Memorial Gymnasium yesterday, and the event hosted more
than 100 companies and organizations.
More than 1,000 students
came prepared to the event,
and their efforts were wellreceived.
"We've gotten very good
feedback from employers,"
said Patty Counihan, director
of the Career Center. Counihan
was pleased with how articulate, well-prepared and how
presentable the students came
across to employers.
"We've gotten very
Katie A. Wellman, Maine
goodfeedbackfrom
recruiting
supervisor
for
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car,
employers.
believed this year was more
successful than ever.
"Talking to other employers, this
Patty Counihan
is a big improvement," she said.
Director
A wide assortment of comCareer Center
panies attended, representing
the fields of construction, technology, health care, finance,
Counihan also expressed
eduction, social services,
communications, recreation, gratitude to the ROTC cadets
who helped set up the event
military and government.
Students took advantage of and to the Phi Kappa Alpha frathe opportunity to visit many ternity who helped with clean
companies and organizations in up.
Similar to last year, an
one location.
"It's a good thing that Internet cafe was available as a
they're all in one place instead resource to students.
The cafe was available for anyof having to go out and find
them," said senior business thing from researching companies
to registering with the Career
major Lyndee Palmer.
Senior finance economics Center's eRecnriting system, to
major William Sulinski also filling out job applications on-line.
Wellman was there to repreattended the fair.
"It's a great opportunity for stu- sent her company in anticipadents to hear about some of the big tion of recruiting students into
Maine companies,to hear what they their manager training program.
"It just shows what a good
are looking for in interns and graduates, and to toss their resumes job Career Services has done
getting prepared and getting
around," said Sulinski.
John Maddus, a professor of the word out," said Wellman.

www.mainecampus.com

Apartments & Houses

For Rent
Orono & Old Town
As low as $369 monthly per person
Eff, 1, 2, 3,4,5 & 6 bedrooms available
Heat, water,sewer, plowing, mowing Included
Available June 1st & September 1st

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono

ph: 866-7027
e-mail: kcmanagementinc@yahoo.com

E-mail or stop by our office Today!
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General Student Senate pushes for council representation
Resolution recommends Orono governing board add student as ex-officio member; Ouellette nominated for position
By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
A divided General Student
Senate passed a resolution on
Tuesday to encourage the Orono
Town Council to allow anyone
who is a student to be an ex-officio non voting member of the
governing board.
During its previous meeting,
GSS passed a resolution that
encouraged the Orono Town
Council to create a position for
one Off-Campus Board executive member.
Although the resolution
passed in senate, it faced two
problems when it arrived in the
cabinet.
The first problem was the
person serving on the council
should not be from the OCB
because 30 percent of Orono residents live on campus. The second problem the cabinet had
with the resolution was that it
took the power to appoint someone out of the hands of the president, thus making the act
unconstitutional.
The cabinet decided to keep
the resolution; however, it lineitem vetoed the section of the
document that read, "OffCampus Board executive member."
The passage was changed to,
"allow for one to be an ex-officio non-voting member of the
town council."
Sen. Adam Kirkland, who is a
member of cabinet, was not in
favor of the decision.
"It was the procedure that
cabinet carried out that bothered
me," Kirkland said. "I think if a
resolution is going to be vetoed,
it should have been vetoed
entirely."
The GSS voted 7-7-7 to overturn the veto, but because a twothirds majority vote is required
to overturn a veto, the decision
stood.
The language of the document stated a student is eligible
to be nominated, and minutes

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

ATTENTIVE LISTENERS —Members of the General Student Senate listen intently at a recent meeting.
after the decision Student
Government President Brigham
McNaughton nominated Sen.
Jesse Ouellette to the position.
Earlier in the meeting, the
GSS allocated more than
$15,000 to the roller hockey
team, men's and women's rugby
team and woodsman team.
"Being organized helps, and
they like to see clubs that have
things together," said rugby club
president Bill Dow. "We got
more than half of what we originally requested but [roller hockey] got wiggle room whereas we
will have to go with what we
have and do the rest ourselves."
Although some senators
advocated giving the roller
hockey club more money than it

requested,
some
senators $3,000. He used the amount women's rugby teams, which
believed that doubling the because he believed it was a requested $7,500 to finance trips
to different tournaments.
requested $2,000 amount was a middle ground.
Before the body could vote on
Once the club's budget was
bit much.
During the period of debate, a Sulinski's amendment, Sen. presented to the GSS, members
motion was made to increase the William Pomerleau motioned to voted in favor of the resolution.
group's request to $4,000. The amend the total to $3150.33,
Before the meeting ended, the
request was made so the team which was the exact amount GSS was faced with a surprise
could continue with the rest of needed by the club in order to when Fair Election Practices
their season and also have extra function for the rest of the year. Committee Chairman Jesse
money if they ran into an unex- After both amendments failed, Wertheim resigned. The message
the GSS passed the resolution was sent to GSS President Aaron
pected expense.
Once the motion passed, Sen. giving the team $4,000.
Sterling during the meeting, and
James Sulinski moved for an
"We have a limited budget, once he got word, he alerted the
amendment back to its original and we have to apportion that senate.
Wertheim
Although
amount. Sulinski, who ques- money," Sulinski said. "The
tioned the club multiple times on most telling thing in a student announced that he was leaving,
their efforts for fundraising, had organization is how organized he said that he would stay on
his amendment request denied.
they are, especially when it until the Residents on Campus
election was over and once his
Sulinski tried to amend the comes to fundraising."
Up next were the men's and successor was named.
amount again, this time to
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THE NEW ENGLAND
COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY
Educating the world leaders oftomorrowfor careers in
eye care delivery, research and education since 1894

Open Houses
10:00am - 2:00pm
Monday, January 30
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Please call 617-236-6204 for reservations.
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Let's get some
reliable cable
It's no secret that many students are dissatisfied with the
quality of channel selection on
campus cable.
Recently, quality of service
has also become a problem.
Sports fans were unable to view
an NFL conference championship game two weeks ago
because FOX was down, and
fans of FOX series missed
those as well because the problem was not fixed for several
days. The WB, WSBK-Boston
and CTSV have experienced
similar problems that are typically not corrected in a timely
fashion.
As campus cable circulates a
student survey about the quality of channel selection and
what new channels students
would be willing to pay more to
have on campus, we encourage
Auxilliary Services to be mindful of quality of service as well.
Bad weather shouldn't always
cause the loss of channels. If
the problem is with the satellite, then consider land lines
and traditional cable. Attempts
to upgrade the satellite system
have been relatively ineffective.
After all, what good will
better channel selections be if
those stations come in as blank
blue screens half the time?

Career Center
needs a job
fair that's fair
Wednesday, the University of
Maine Career Center hosted a
career fair in Memorial Gym.
There were more than 100
employers at the career fair, yet
the bulk of them were geared
toward engineering and business majors.
This university has more than
100 different degree programs.
For the Career Center to target
the fair at a select few majors
unfairly leaves out students
from other programs. Career
fairs should not only be geared
toward a handful of the majors
that this school offers, but for a
larger slice of the students who
attend the university. The
Career Center has an obligation
to help all students attending
this university. Having more
diverse job fairs would be a
start.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
-should include the author's name.
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or e-mail address. The

SOAP Box
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or e-mail:
opinion@mainecampus.com
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Cusack to
the future
'Say Anything'

you want, John
Cusack is the man
SEAN
HLADICK
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

stand how anyone can ignore the
theories that are out there and blindly.accept the religious alternative.
A person's faith is just that; their

John Cusack is my hero. He has
managed to embody every characteristic I wish I possessed, which
makes him successful with members of the opposite sex. He uses his
words and actions, not his looks.
There is something to be said for
that. I recently partook in a John
Cusack movie marathon in my
room with about 10 other people,
and it involved four different films:
"Say Anything," "High Fidelity,"
Love
"Must
Dogs"
and
"Serendipity." I feel that I owe him
my own personal top five reasons
why John Cusack is the man.
One: He is ageless. I'm serious.Watching those four films,
which span over 16 years, has me
convinced that the man could go
back and make "Say Anything 2,"
and I would believe that it takes
place only 4-5 years later. However,
I think they would have to get
someone else to play little Jason,
a.k.a. J-Man,because Glenn Walker
Harris Jr. is almost 23 now. Hearing
him yell "Yeah!" at Cusack might,
be scarier than cute at this point
Two: He "is" the character. I
know what you're probably thinking: It's not Mr. Cusack that I've
placed on that pedestal, it's really
Lloyd Dobler ("Say Anything"),
Rob Gordon ("High Fidelity") or
Jonathan Trager ("Serendipity").
And to you, sir or madam, I say
"nay." John Cusack is one of the
few actors or actresses who have
me honestly convinced that his real
life personality is remarkably close
to those of the characters he plays
on the silver screen. This also holds
true for Bruce Willis. I would never
want to agitate him too much; that
guy is a bad-ass. He has a B.A. in
bad-ass-ology from Die Hard
University and got his Masters at
Pulp Fiction State. I'd get
destroyed.
Three: He has perfected the art
of subtle humor. Some of the funnier moments in his movies come

See LETTERS on page 9

See CUSACK on page 9

Leaning in the right direction
New laws address the right problem in the wrong way
Down in Augusta, lawmakers
are debating "Tina's Law," a measure that would institute tougher
penalties for drivers operating with
suspended licenses. The bipartisan
legislation, sponsored by Sen. Bill
Diamond, D-Windham, and Rep.
Darlene Curley, R-Scarborough,
came in response to the death of40year-old Tina Turcotte, who was
killed this summer when her car
was rear-ended by a tractor-trailer
driven by Scott Hewitt. The 33year-old Hewitt had 63 driving convictions and 23 license suspensions
on his record.
While I applaud the actions
taken by the Legislature, my question is: Why did it take so long?
Hewitt was a ticking time bomb,an
accident waiting to happen. He had
shown reckless disregard for the
laws of this state by continuing to
drive under suspension time and
time again. It's extremely fortunate

NEWS EDITOR
that Hewitt didn't cause more serious injuries or deaths while operating after suspension. And who
knows how many other Hewitts are
out there, continuing to get behind
the wheel while their license has
been suspended?
While this proposed legislation
is long overdue, what effect will it
have on the problem of driving during suspension? Diamond and
Curley have said that more than
44,000 of the state's licensed drivers
have had their privileges suspended
more than five times. That's an
astounding 5 percent of all drivers in

the state. Imagine driving down the
road and knowing that on average,
one out of every 20 drivers you
encounter has had his or her license
suspended at least five times.
The biggest provision of the proposed legislation is stiffer jail terms
• for those caught operating after suspension. If a person's license is suspended three times for traffic violations in three years, it would mean
revocation for one year, during
which drivers found operating
would face six months in jail. If a
driver's license was suspended four
to six times in three years, it would
be revoked for six years, with operating during that period carrying a
two-year jail term. If a person's
license was suspended more than
six times in three years, it would be
revoked for 10 years. A person
found operating a vehicle during
See DRIVING on page 9

Letters to the Editor
Science and religion
I am not one who normally would
respond to any "letter to the editor"
column, but I am having a problem
dealing with the fact that some people" take this space to spout religious
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convictions. Whether or not you
believe in science, evolution or
Darwin is a personal choice every
person has. I personally believe in
Darwin's theory, human evolution
and most of science. I do not under-
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DRIVING

Valentine's Day advice for women

ties for the first offense of operating
after suspension.
For an even better solution the
From Page 8
Legislature should be finding a way
that 10-year period would face five to keep suspended drivers off the
years in prison.
road. Many states have, with great
While habitual offenders could success, immobilized the vehicles
face serious time behind bars, under of those with suspended operator's
this proposed structure a person can licenses. This would be a more
be caught operating twice after sus- effective method than stiff jail senpension before revocation and tences to keep habitual violators off
lengthy jail terms kick in. That's the road and would keep the roads
two times too many. If the safe for the responsible drivers of
Legislature is serious about keeping the state.
suspended drivers off the road, it
Brian Brown is a senior
should be instituting tougher penal- journalism major.

CUSACK
From Page 8
on lines that are only funny due to
his delivery. Whether it's listening
to him nervously rambling in the
presence of his date's father or his
sadistic, quick-witted demeanor as a
record store owner, he can make
you laugh.
Four: John Cusack is the original
Adam Sandler. I know it sounds
funny to read, but think about this:
Sandler has a funny habit of always
working with his friends in movies.
It's not exactly hard to spot Rob
Schneider in most Sandler films.
Well, take a look back at some of
Cusack's classics, the four aforementioned films and "Grosse Pointe
According
to
Blank."
www.IMDB.com,Joan Cusack is in
three of the five films, Jeremy Piven

LETTERS
From Page 8

-----'

faith. When a person can totally
slam things that have not yet been
disproven and have in fact had a
long run Of not being disproven, this
is beyond me. It also amo7Ps me to
read that a person is so totally ignorant to spew things such as, and I
quote, "The big bang theory is a
hoax." Wow. All I can say is: Who
has ever proven that God exists?
And if God exists, who is to say that
God is a he? Maybe someone should
question religious conviction, since
many seem to have little problem in
questioning scientific conviction.
Tempal Marie Mailey
Anthropology major
UMaine pay rates
In the Oct 19 and 20, 2002 edition of the Bangor Daily News, a
profile of Chancellor Joseph
Westphal was published. In that
profile, it was reported that the chancellor's salary was $175,000. In
recent articles about the Maine governor's salary, the BDN has reported
Westphal's salary at $200,850.
That's a 14.772 percent increase in
just more than three years. I dare say
that if the rest of the University of
Maine employees had been offered a
raise amounting to that percentage
over that time frame, all the union
contracts could have been settled on
time.
In the BDN profile mentioned
above the chancellor is quoted, in
reference to Maine's economic
diversity, as saying,"I didn't realize
how big or how rural it was or the
great disparity between rich and
poor." By accepting a large pay
increase while offering his employees what amounts to table scraps,the
chancellor is perpetuating and
widening the disparity he observed
back in 2002.

made his way into three (four of six
if you take a look at "Runaway
Jury") and Lili Taylor has appeared
in two. He also seems to have made
"Grosse Pointe Blank" a family
affair; the film features his brother
Billy and sisters Joan and Ann.
Personally, I like this practice: If
you're down on your luck, just ask
John for a job. He is always willing
to employ a friend.
Five: He is a bad ass. When I say
this,I don't mean it in the same way
as Bruce Willis. Cusack's bad-assitude stems from his cool persona.
It's ,an indescribable characteristic
that just leaves you saying,"I want
to be that guy. I want to be the guy
who stands outside of the love-ofhis-life's window with a boom box,
blasting Peter Gabriel" — and then
you look around to make sure that
no one heard you say that.
Sean Hladick is a sophomore
journalism major
The chancellor is also quoted as
saying,"This is a wonderful place to
live. It's a good place to raise a family, to support education — you
can't have it any better." Most
UMaine employees probably agree
with the first part of that statement.
It's a big part of the reason we've
chosen to live here. As to the last
part, well, if we'd gotten decent raises in the recent past, we might be
more inclined to agree with that,too.
I'm sure that most of us don't expect
to get rich while working for
UMaine. On the other hand, it
would be nice if we could see the
numbers on our paychecks increase
at something close to the rate that the
chancellor's have.
Michael A. Murphy
UNET operations
Neville Hall
Ushuaia's dark side
I commend the student body for
taking an active role in local politics. However, I don't understand
the prevailing misconception that
the town of Orono revoked Ushies'
liquor license to somehow limit
peoples' ability to party. Ushies has
continued to be unable to take care
of its own establishment, and those
violations resulted in the town's
decision. Why should local police
have to stake out Ushies 24-7? I
don't think the police or Ushies
clientele want that. If Ushies staff
can control the violence that frequently blights the establishment's
record, they will be welcomed.
That level of violent behavior is not
happening at the other bars, but if it
did, those owners would face the
same pressures. If and when student representatives fully delve into
these discussions they may realize
the politics of Town,and Gown are
more complex than keeping a
dance club open.
Michael Hermann
Senior cartographer
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A realistic approach to the day of red, white and pink
Well, Valentine's Day is
coming up again, and you can
almost smell love in the air —
on second thought, that's probably the local mill. However,
many students are running
around unable to "smell the
love" because they are worried
about Valentine's Day. People
have been complaining lately
about this ancient ritual, in
which we exchange candy that
tells people exactly how we feel
about them. Because, let's face
it, "I LUV U" is too sophisticated for the modern person to say
on their own. The meaning of
Valentine's Day, however, is
dissolving within American
society. One may recall a simpler time when we made crappy
little paper boxes and bought
crappy little paper cards, and
then put the cards into these
boxes because nothing says "be
mine" like a Power Ranger
kicking a heart.
I've noticed that many girls
expect a lot from guys in
today's Valentine season. This is
understandable when considering how we guys treat girls the
other 364 days of the year, but it
should not be pushed on us.
This is a day of quality time,
which requires compromise. In
order to avoid embarrassing
Valentine disappointments, girls
must understand the typical guy.
We aren't complex; you girls
just aren't trying.
First of all, at risk to my own
life, I am willing to reveal to
girls the secret of what a guy is

them as well — especially if an
explosion is in store.
The other half of guys will
think, "Another depressing
Valentine's Day. I wish I had
someone to spend it with." You
see, this is a delicate natural balFOR THE MAINE CAMPUS ance in which each male wishes
he were the other type of male.
thinking: To be quite honest, the Just keep in mind that many
answer is, "not much." During guys who would like to go out
this special time of the year, on a date do exist, so don't be
though, the typical guy is hav- afraid to approach them. Just
ing one of two thoughts. The remember that the majestic
first thought is,"Oh crap, I have male, while ferocious in his natto do something romantic." So ural habitat, can actually be
ladies, use this to your advan- quite docile up close. Your duty
tage. The guy's mind is in the as a woman is to lure him to a
secluded area and then pounce.
Finally, don't let him let you
down. Help him ensure that the
day is great. I know many
women enjoy dropping hints.
However if you tell him,"I want
to do something fun and exciting," he'll probably end up buying you a six pack and a belt
sander. Girls may believe that
releasing this information blows
correct place just help guide his the mood, but you don't have to
thoughts. Women need to take tell him exactly what he should
an active role in this day do. Perhaps remind him of your
because, generally, what a guy favorite restaurant or bring up a
finds "romantic," a girl does memory of an event you
not. This is one of God's cruel enjoyed doing together. There
jokes. Try planning something are many guys who are open to
that is fun for both parties. This meeting new people. I believe
generally means, "Do some- that with hard work and dedicathing that is more fun for her." tion, we can come together and
Lets face it: Guys have fun bring the original meaning back
watching things explode. Guys to Valentine's Day; commercialwould be more open and, dare I ism!
say, look forward to Valentine's
Justin Chase is a freshman
Day if it involved activities for psychology major.

"Oh crap, I have to
do something
romantic."

The best things in life should be free
Life is a lot more fun when you're a shameless leech
If this were a perfect world,
everything would be free. You'd
be able to walk into Best Buy and
take all the games without paying.
The employees would congratulate you on your haul. It'd go
something like this:
Me:(walking out of Best Buy
with a wheelbarrow full of sweet
games)
Door Greeter Man: "My God,
that's a sweet haul!"
Me: "Why thank you."
Yeah, I think that's about how
it would be. But we don't live in a
perfect world at all. On the contrary, things are rather expensive.
If you're crafty, however, you can
still get most everything you want
for free. How? It's really a nobrainer: Become a shameless
leech. There's always someone
out there who's willing to pay
money out of his pocket for the
things he wants. Poor sap. It's
your job to corner this unfortunate
soul and pretend to be his friend.
Then, when he's not paying attention, you take his stuff and make
it your own.
You want something to eat or
drink? That stuff costs money. If
you want to eat and drink for free,
you need to wander the dorm until
you find an open door. Look
inside. If there are two guys sitting on cardboard boxes and playing with string and packing tape,
you've picked the wrong room.

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
You want a room abounding in
food. Find that room and stroll on
in. Introduce yourself if you like,
but it's really not necessary; these
people aren't and will never be
your friends. Now comes the
tricky part: You need to announce
your intention to rob the room
blind in such a way that the occupants have no chance to approve
or renounce it. Here's one way of
doing it:
You: (seeing an open box of
pizza)
Occupants: "Um ... yeah, so
who are you again?"
You: "Oh sweet, pizza! Count
me in!"
Occupants:"Urn ..."
At that point you grab the box
and run. Come back to the room
every few days to see if anything
new has popped up. It's important
that you never acknowledge your
status as a leech. Hopefully the
people who actually pay for the
food will never get up the nerve to
throw you out. If they do, just
move on and find another room to
pillage.

The true leech knows that
everyone is his friend. It doesn't
matter if you only just met someone a few minutes ago. It doesn't
even matter if you forced the
meeting yourself and the other
half of the relationship isn't aware
of your new friendship. Friends
are friends, and friends have
things you need. Things like food,
drinks and alcohol, as well as
vehicles and video games and
other cool things we all need. If
your friend has something you
want, just ask for it. If you pose
the question as a statement, he
probably won't know what to do
with himself and will wind up
giving in. That's how you get free
things. Example:
You: "Oh sweet, wine! I'm
gonna get a glass."
Friend:(stunned silence)
And that's precisely how it's
done. See, there's no shame in
being a leech. Only complete losers pay for their belongings. The
truly intelligent will rape and pillage from the simple-minded. Just
sidle up to some unsuspecting fellow or lady and pretend to be their
friend. They'll never know the
difference. I mean, how could
they possibly catch on? It's completely foolproof. Happy leeching. Just don't tell your friends I
sent you.
Ian Marquis is a fourth year
new media major.

Name this 'Black
Entertainer' — the
first in a series
of four.

st

dt
Aftili

• Mish-mash I was taking
a bath. Page 13
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The Frequency
26 North
8 pm.
Thursday, Feb. 2
Main Dining Room,
Memorial Union
Mark O'Connor's Hot
Swing
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 2
Maine Center for the Arts
Killah Priest from the Wu-Tang
Clan
8 p.m.
Friday Feb. 3
Ushuaia
$10

ENTERTAINMENT
The Maine Attraction
UMaine vs. UNH
men's hockey viewing party
8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 3
Bears Den
Memorial Union
Oronoka Party
9 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 4
Soma 36
$6

By Zach Dionne
For The Maine Campus

Super Bowl Party
Sunday, Feb. 5
Ushuaia

'm New Yor-ican," says Ace
Marrero in the role of Patrick
Chibas in "Spinning Into
the
Penobscot
Butter,"
Theatre's new dramatic production.
This amusing pun, taken from the
play's opening scene, refers to the
character's mixed roots from New
York and Puerto Rico. Patrick's line
is an excellent introduction to what
"Spinning Into Butter" has in store
for the audience — a comedy that

/

ART
"In the Road"
Exhibition by UMaine senior
capstone art class
Through Feb. 3
Opening Reception
5 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 16
Carnegie Hall
The works of photographerMichael Alpert, sculptor Laura
Fernstock and five landscape
paintings
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
through April 8
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall, Bangor
$5; Free with MaineCard

'Spinning Into Butter maintains
comedic tone while examining the
-1
-J
•zr
a
111

MOVIES

ing with racism in a college setting
— all while keeping the -story
together with a sense of humor.
There is no shortage of clever jokes,
entertaining characters or college
deans using very un-dean-esque
manners of speech.
"Spinning" is a play about the
intertwining stories of several different characters, always tied together
by constant issues of racism and
prejudice, touching on prejudice
against gender and religion at times
as well. These are also dealt with in
ways that college students can relate

›-

dynamics of the serious issue
of modern-day racism

_J

"Saw II"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 27
Bangor Room

U0

CC

MPAC Film "Sir No Sir"
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 2
140 Little Hall

35 cent wings & $2 Bud Light
Pints
Mondays
Finger Rock at Ushuaia
Open Mic Night
9 p.m. —11 p.m.
Wednesdays
Soma 36
Karaoke
4 p.m. - midnight
Thursdays
Staar Club
If you would like an event
posted on the go! calendar,
please contact Pattie Barry on
FirstClass.

0
0

maintains its sense of humor while
searching deep into the dynamics of
the serious issue of modern-day
racism.
The comedic tone of the play
does nothing but escalate during the
first several scenes as each character
is introduced. Kent Burnham, in the
part of Ross Collins, is eccentric,
energetic and captivating. The two
deans, Burton Strauss and Catherine
Kenney, played by Ken Stack and
Alison Cox, are perfectly cast and
both give fantastic performances.
This is very much a play geared
toward college students. "Spinning"
deals with important issues such as
the questionable productivity of
racial forums, student minority
groups and other real issues of deal-

to be it coed fraternities or female
deans.
"Everything has to fit into a box,"
says Tracy Liz Miller in her superb
portrayal of the play's main character, dean of students Sarah Daniels.
This quote comes from one of several scenes where Sarah openly
explores her inner feelings and
notions of racism. In moments like
these,"Spinning Into Butter" ceases
to be a fictional play and truly enters
the thoughts and feelings of all
viewers, forcing the audience to
think about the world around them
and the implications of racism in
their own lives.
"You want me to solve racism
with a bulleted list?" asks Sarah with
rhetorical sarcasm. This is an ironic

See THEATRE on Page 12
TOUGH SITUATIONS — (Top to bottom) Tracy Liz Miller as Sarah
Daniels and Rich Kimball, the officer, rehearse for Penobscot
Theatre Company's production of Rebecca Gilman's play,
"Spinning Into Butter." Next: Kent D. Burnham plays the role of
Ross Collins. Middle: Ken Stack plays Burton Strauss, and Alison
Cox takes the role of Catherine Kenney. Bottom: Miller and Ace
Marrero as Patrick .Chibas act out an argument in the play.

Where the
single never
wants to be

•Wu-Tang member
to play in Orono
this Friday night

Guys,
Girls
and
Games

By Kailee Bradstreet
I was in the library during
finals week when the unthinkable
happened: I found myself in the
same place, at the same time as my
ex and my new guy interest.
Let's just say I almost threw up
a little.
I guess I was under the impression that with over 11,000 students
on campus,I could avoid that situation. But that's fme.
What's not fine is that I couldn't seem to shake the feeling that
things were going to get worse
before they got better.
Sure, my ex and I were on OK
terms. We even went out for lunch
over Christmas break and had a
civilized, but slightly awkward,
conversation about things.
It's easy enough to forget that
you'll most likely have to face
your ex after you give him the
boot, but let's not forget about
breaking the news to the parents,
who basically already had the
wedding planned.
One of my close friends reassured me that she had been
through the same situation. She
told me to hang in there, and eventually that initial feeling that the
world hated me would wear off.
She was right. After a few months,
• everyone just accepted things.
Now all I had to contend with
were those awkward moments
when I'd see my ex's best buddy
out at the bar and he'd drunkenly
slur, "He's still wicked in love
with you, you know!"
Don't get me wrong, single life
was great, and I was having a blast
spending time with the girls and
staying out all night on the weekends.
Except, well — I was kind of
lonely. During the day I was fine,
but coming home to an empty bed
at night sometimes made me want
to cry. The real question on my
mind was: Did I really miss my ex,
or did I just miss having someone
around who cared about me?
According to psychiatrist
Daniel Armen, M.D, "Love relationships 'live' in the limbic connections of the brain, and your
brain still looks for that person
when a memory triggers those
emotional connectors."
That explains why I snapped
into a state of depression every
time I listened to that damn
Coldplay CD he burned me. But
that didn't mean I should consider
getting back together • with him,
right?
Armen advises sitting down
and thinking of the last time you
had fun with the person or really
enjoyed their company. If it takes
too long to come up with anything
positive about your relationship,
you know it isn't your ex you're
missing.
See SINGLE on Page 13
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Awesome Acoustic

By Zach Dionne
For The Maine Campus
This Friday,Feb. 3, will showcase a rare event for Ushuaia; a
hip-hop show featuring Killah
Priest, a member of the Wu-Tang
Clan. Killah Priest is regarded as
"one of the next few MCs to
blow up and make it big,"
according to Sean Smith from
Queen City Entertainment. This
will be an excellent opportunity
for hip-hop
9 p.m.
fans who may
be unable to
Friday
make it to the
Ushuaia
Wu -Tang
reunion tour
in Worcester, Mass. next
Wednesday.
Killah Priest was the featured
artist for the month of January on
www.hiphopgame.com, one of
the Internet's biggest sites for
hip-hop fans. Priest is currently
working on a new album, "The
Offering," which he expects to
release this spring. Wu-Tang veterans GZA and RZA are both
involved, and Nas has recorded a
part for one of Priest's new
tracks. "I can't wait for people to
hear this album. You want science, it's in there. You want
streets, it's in there. You want
esoteric, it's in there. Ther.e are a
lot of things for a lot of people,"
Priest said in an interview on
www.hiphopgame.com.
Priest's most recent solo

PHOTO COURTESY WU-TANG CLAN

album was "Black August,"
released in 2004. Preceding that
album were efforts "Heavy
Mental," "View From Masada,"
and "Priesthood" — all respected
by fans of underground hip-hop.
Priest can also be heard on
"Return To The 36 Chambers,"
the follow up to the Wu Tang
Clan's widely known release,
"Enter The Wu-Tang, 36
Chambers."
When asked in a phone interview on Tuesday night if he is
looking forward to the small
venue experience at Ushuaia,
Priest replied, "Yeah. I do small
venues, I do big venues, I love it
all.".When asked if fans could
expect Priest to throw some classic Wu-Tang rhymes their way,
See RAP on Page 13

Frequency kicks off
spring with 26 North
By Tony Reaves
Copy Editor
Want to hear up-and-coming
Student
free?
for
bands
Entertainment can help. Every other
Thursday night The Frequency
comes to the North Pod of Memorial
Union, where live acts from Maine
and beyond visit our campus.
Nashville-viaTonight,
Portland's 26 North will play their
keyboard-heavy jam funk rock and
occasionally bluegrass from 8-9
p.m. The band
formed a year
7 p.m.
ago under the
of Thursday
name
Forgetful Jones.
Union
They moved
from Nashville
last summer into a small farm outside Portland, according to 26
North's MySpac,e page. They call
themselves, "a complete tight
ensemble of genre-crossing musicians whose music ranges from
funked-out rock jams to the occasional bluegrass song to a not-soserious power ballad and more."
Their singer and keyboard player, Kevin Roper, also plays solo in
the Portland area as a singer-songwriter. Roper lists Phish, The

Wallflowers,The Grateful Dead and
Shawn Mullins as influences, so
those attending should expect skillfuljamming and strong songwriting.
To hear their music online,
visit their MySpace page at
www.myspace.com/26north.
In two weeks, alt-rockers Welbilt
will play The Frequency as part of a
national tour. The Washington,
D.C.-based band has garnered praise
from the Washington Post, who
wrote that, "Welbilt's dynamic live
performance is like a party." The
Post quoted Welbilt singer Nate
lhara calling his band,"upbeat modem rock with a singer-songwriter
crossover to it." The songs are often
confessional and sincere, despite
their upbeat sound. Welbilt have a
loyal fanbase in the D.C. area; to
fmd out why,check them Out online
at www.myspace.com/welbilt.
"These are bands that want to
win you over," says Abbey
Greslick, Frequency Director for
Entertainment
Student
the
Committee."People should expect
a great show." More bands will be
announced as the semester unfolds.
The Frequency is free, funded by
the Student Activities Fee. Bands
perform at 8 p.m. in the North Pod
of Memorial Union. -
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LOOP DE LOOP — John Rush performs at Java Jive on
Tuesday evening.

Rush performs Java
Jive and impresses
blended in well together.
Rush added his own style to the
cover songs so that they were still
Java Jive has seldom,if ever,had distinctly his own. He performed
a performer as good as John Rush songs like the Eagles' "Hotel
grace the Unions main dining room. California," Tom Petty's"American
On Tuesday, he took the stage and Girl" and Paul Simon's "Me and
Julio Down by the Schoolyard."
completely owned it.
He ended his set with
When one thinks of Java Jive,
and though the title of
"Coconut,"
they have preconceived notions
it sound like Raffi
makes
song
the
student,
a
about it. A guy, generally
with his acoustic guitar gets onstage might sing, that couldn't be further
and performs a handful of songs. from the truth. The song,in which
It's usually fairly entertaining, but he used audience members'names,
nothing quite like Rush's perform- turned Out surprisingly well.
Rush's stage presence was
ance.
The Alabama native was such a incredible. He knew how to work
dynamic performer that it was hard the crowd, he had confidence in his
to identify the performance as part musical ability and his transition
of the Java Jive series. Unlike most from song to song was generally
of the performers, who are general- comical and brilliant.
The only complaint that could
ly casual musicians, Rush is clearly
be brought up is the misspossibly
a professional. He used a loop
drum effect in "Hotel
bongo
ing
his
to
machine to add something
performance that few Java Jivers California," but from seeing what
can. It allowed him to keep his Rush can do,it wouldn't be surprismelody going, while inserting guitar ing to see him give it a try with the
or piano solo effects if necessary, aid of his loop machine.
Although there were about 25
and it worked well for him.
Rush's vocal ability was power- people, it was a surprisingly
ful. His voice had a classic rock- small crowd for Java Jive.
style, and he had complete confi- Anyone who missed Rush may
dence when performing. Many of have missed the best Java Jive
the Java Jive musicians lack confi- show of the year.
Fortunately for Java Jive fans,
dence because their musicianship is
week's installment is The
next
no
more for fun. Rush, though, had
and the attendance will
Project,
department.
this
problem at all in
He began the night by telling most likely skyrocket for that.
With the vigorous and amazthe audience about his request
performance of Rush and
ing
book. On the stage, there was a
series in full-swing,
Project
The
songs
with
three-inch binder filled
on the righi
currently
is
Java
Jive
did
and
could
audience
that the
request. He played a mixture of track.
Visit John Rush's Web site at
cover songs that people wanted to
.com.
www.johnrush
hear and original songs which
By Joel Crabtree
Copy Editor
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CDREVIEWS
Howie Day
"Live From ... EP"
Sony 2005
Howie Day's latest release with Sony, "Live
From ... EP." features seven songs recorded live
at his Boston, Salt Lake City, Norfolk, Las Vegas,
and New York City shows. Day, in his live
shows, is known
for never playing
his songs the same
way twice, and
for occasionally
til;rowing a cover
song in his mix
of
original
works.
Day's cover
of
Crowded
House's
"Don't Dream
it's Over" does a
much better job of sticking to the original than
the well known Six Pence None The Richer
Version. The band backing him on this track is
great.
The highlight of the EP, hands down, is "Brace
Yourself." The intro sounds much like the "Stop
All The World Now" version, but that part definitely redeems itself through the brilliant transition into The Verve's "Already There," which
becomes Jeff Buckley's "New Year's Prayer,"
which flawlessly returns to "Brace Yourself."
"Collide" was the weakest track on this CD; it
sands almost exactly like every version previously released of it. While it's understandable to play
this song exactly as recorded, it's also a bit disappointing. True, many fans will love that it's still
very recognizable and they can sing along with it,
but there are so few changes in the sang that
there's no reason for it to have been released again.
All in all, this EP is worth $7.92 that iTtuaes
is now charging. It captures Day's talent at
improving his own songs as he plays them live,
and his incredible ability to cut a cover song
into his shows. Fans of Day's earliest recordings are happy with the songs that he plays
around with and improves on the album, and
fans of Day's latest hits are happy to hear a
hardly touched version of "Collide" and the
widely known Crowded House cover. No one
leaves empty-handed.

Black History Month

Nous Non Plus
Self-Titled
Aeronaut 2005
Sometimes a gimmick band transcends its gimmick.
The Electric Six, despite having one joke they battered
into the ground throughout their first album, wrote some
great songs that worked without their comedic lyrics.
Nous Non Plus, a Brooklyn band
that pretends to be
French, is one of
those bands.
Only
singer
Celine Dijon is a
native
French
speaker. The joke
names don't end
with Dijon; the sixpiece act also has a
bass player named
"Jean-Luc Retard" and
trumpet
player
"Francois Hardonne."
Like their names, the band's catchy pop songs don't
require much knowledge of French to enjoy. In fact, they
might be better if you can't understand them. A high
school-level understanding of French can pick out lines
like "I am a lawnmower boy" in the chorus of
"Lawnmower Boy," and "I am an atomic girl" in the chorus of "Fille Atomique." They don't try too hard in that
department,
"Tant Pis Pour Toi" is a dance-pop masterpiece and
"Lawnmower Boy" pounds with punk and power-pop
energy, complete with banging pianos and sudden starts
and stops.
Where Nous Non Plus go wrong is when they try to
bring the fun to the English language, particularly in the
excruciatingly unfunny"One Night in Paris." When JeanLuc Retard croons in a fake French accent that he wants
to spend one night in Paris, he's not talking about the capital of France. References to Paris Hilton pile up unnecessarily, and in case you didn't get the joke in the first
minute,the song continues for four more. By the end,he's
singing over a cacophony of moaning that'll make you
slap your forehead and exclaim,"Oh, he wants to have
sex with Paris Hilton." On top of that, it sticks in your
head like all-natural peanut butter.
But those five minutes don't constitute grounds to dismiss this album's exuberant hooks and playful imitation
of all things French. Oh, you'll grow tired of it — when
was the last time you even thought about the Electric
Six?—but Nous Non Plus is a good ride while it lasts.

—Abby Greslick

WMEBTop20
1 Test Icicles • For Screening Purposes Only
2 SIA • Colour The Small One
3 Hot Chip • Coming On Strong
4 Brad Sucks • I Don't Know What I am Doing
5 Clap Your Hands Say Yeah • Clap Your Hands
Say Yeah
6 Plastic Constellations • Crusades
7 Death from Above 1979 • Romance Bloody
Romance
8 Go! Team • Thunder, Lightning, Strike
9 Nous Non Plus • Nous Non Plus
10 Beck • Guerolito
11 Wilco • Kicking Television: Live In Chicago
12 Darkness • One Way Ticket To Hell... And
Back
13 We are Scientists • With Love And Squalor
14 Kind of Like Spitting • In The Red
15 Photo Atlas • No, Not Me, Never
16 In Flames • Come Clarity
17 Straylight Run • Prepare To Be Wrong [EP]
18 Princess • Princess
19 Queens of the Stone Age • Over The Years
And Through The Woods
20 Strokes • First Impressions Of Earth
Tune in to your campus radio show, WMEB 91.9,
Redefining the alternative.
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—Tony Reaves

Robert Johnson notable for
founding Black Entertainment TV
By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter

in success and popularity, in 1983,
BET was launched as a 24-hour
network.
Besides giving black people a
More than 10 years later, BET
network to relate to, he has done became available on the New York
the same for entrepreneurs ofcolor. Stock Exchange. It was the first
Twenty-six years ago last week, black-owned company to appear
a man by the name of Robert on the market. In 1998, Johnson
Johnson
brought
Black purchased back all public-owned
Entertainment Television into stock. Even though he fully-owned
American homes for two hours the company, the Viacom
every Friday night Since that time, Corporation, which owns networks
Johnson turned 120 minutes into a such as MTV, purchased BET for
network targeted towards African- $2.3 billion. Despite the move,
Americans.
Johnson served as the company's
"Prior to BET, especially in its
See BE I on Page 13
24-hour version, I think standard
commercial television did not do a
good job of representing people of
color," said Mark Kelley, a professor in the Communications and
Journalism
department
at
UMaine. "BET created a place
where all those people could be
seen in all the different vestiges they come in."
"That was an important
step forward," he said.
BET
launched
in
January, 1980 and started
off with a two-hour-a-week
broadcast on the USA network.
The broadcast had music
videos and older movies that
were showcased during the
time. A few months later, the network was able to invest $1 million
for black collegiate athletics.
thus causing an hour expansion. Because of its
meteoric rise
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breakups there is because it's hard
to say good-bye to someone who
hasn't done you wrong," says Gail
Kahn,a clinical psychologist in the
Dolly Parton with the Norwegian
From Page 11
Washington, D.C. area."But a relaRoyksopp.
of
electronica
doesn't have to be terrible
tionship
Dunproofin', a great mash artist
OK, so, here's the thing: As I
want to end it."
to
you
for
Stevie
I
frantically wracked my brain,
from the UK, mixes
Kahn's words of wisdom reasrealized I couldn't find anything
Wonder and the Clash.
Mashups, also known as bas- wrong with my ex. We hardly ever sured me a bit. But I still didn't
tard pop and bootlegs, for the fought. He was a genuinely nice know how to fill the huge void that
past few years have infiltrated guy. And now that I thought of it, had formed inside me. I couldn't
go back to my ex and the way
club culture and become a popu- we always had fun together.
I'm not going to lie. I was real- things were before.
lar form of musical experimentaBut I was scared that every time
tion thanks largely to one thing ly confused. When we were
into a mutual friend or had
ran
I
something
together, it seemed like
— the Internet.
Wanna find more? The Web, had been missing. But did that these feelings of loneliness, I
having helped spawn these cre- constitute discarding a near-per- would think of going back to him.
According to Harold Bloomfield,
ations, is of course the best fect guy?
in Del Mar, Calif. it's
psychiatrist
a
Bootleg,
difficult
most
the
"This is one of
resource. At Get Your
/www.gybo-v3.co.uk) mashup
hours every Sunday morning.
artists post their newest tracks to
Johnson also became the first
an open forum, so not only can
to own a professional sports
minority
"boots,"
you find tons of recent
team, a s he led the group that
but if you're so inclined to actubecame the owners of the Charlotte
ally try creating your own, From Page 12
Bobcats, an NBA expansion team
advice and commentary are only
joined the league in 2004. He
that
2005.
in
departure
his
until
chairman
a click away.
Since its creation, BET has also became the owner of Charlotte's
Even better, go experience the
freshest mashups in person at gone on to host series such as WNBA franchise the Sting
As of 2005, BET reaches more
"Mash Ave," where a group of '106 & Park' and various gospelfive
65 million homes in the
for
than
run
that
based
shows
mashes
live
spin
amazing DJs
and remixes at the Independent
in Somerville, Mass.,just outside
title, viewers will have long been
of Boston.
sucked into the play's conflicts and
After all, mashing isn't just
have long forgotten the seemingly
for potatoes, and boots aren't
meaningless title. It is around this
From Page 10
just for feet.
point, when the play's title is
understatement to how deep the revealed as an intricate metaphoriarguably more talented Killah play delves into the human experi- cal comparison between the events
Priest because of scheduling prob- ence offalse enlightenment and pre- in the play and an old myth about
lems with U-God. Opening the mature dismissal of racism. Little Black Sambo, that the audishow will be Boston rappers Sonny Through Sarah,the play shows how ence will be completely soalcing in
Black and Alias, from the group in reality, racism can in fact contin- glory at what an excellent play has
OVM. Local rappers Cojaxx and ue living deep within ourselves long been written by modern playwright
Boss will also perform. Tickets are after we feel we have come to terms Rebecca Gilman and directed by the
Nathan
Penobscot Theater's
available at BullMoose Music for with it.
By the time the audience discov- Halvorson.
$10 and will be available at the
ers the significance of the play's
There will be a special"preview"
door. Doors open at 9 p.m.

Mashups are what's up SINGLE

By Laura Giorgio
What exactly is a mashup?
The premise is this — the sum
equals more than the parts. Take
a vocal track from one song, take
the music from another, and the
product of this gestalt equation
strives to attain something even
better than the original.
You might be familiar with
mashups if you've ever searched
on Kazaa for Usher and ended up
accidentally downloading something enthusiastically titled
"Usher V.S. 50 Cent!", and
maybe even reacted to it in a less
than enthusiastic way.
Truthfully, mashup culture
goes much deeper than taking two
top 40 songs and splicing them
together. In fact, pop music need
not be involved at all. 2manydj's,
who are probably the forerunners
of the mashup revolution, mix

RAP
From Page 11
Priest's answer was "definitely,
man, definitely."
Originally slated to be headlined by U-God of the Wu-Tang
Clan, it was changed to the
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normal to feel that way.
"Recognize that you are going
to miss him and that when you do,
you'll zoom in on the high points
of the relationship and be tempted
to return," said Bloomfield in a
recent issue of Cosmopolitan.
When this happens, Bloomfield
recommends leaning on your
friends and family for support and
attention.
That's what I'd been doing
for the last few months, so I
guess only time would tell
whether I made it out of this situation in one piece.
The one thing I did know for
sure? I really needed to find a new
study spot in the library.
country and has also expanded
into other networks such as Bet
Jazz and BET Hip-hop.
"The popularity of BET especially with the minority community probably had an effect on
mainstream networks," Kelley
said. "Not only did you see them
focus on sitcoms with black characters, but you would also see
shows that had an all-black cast."
performance of the play tonight at 7
p.m., and tickets will be $12. The
actual opening night of "Spinning
Into Butter" is Friday at 8 p.m.
Additional performances will be
held through Sunday, with discust
sion following the Sunday showing.
Five more performances will also be
held from Wednesday, Feb. 8 to
Sun.,Feb. 12. As with all Penobscot
Theatre performances; student rush
tickets are available one half hour
prior to each show for only $5.
Tickets and showtimes are available
at the box office or online at
www.penobscottheatre.org.

Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
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Today's Birthday (02-02-06).
You're very thorough in your
studies. This year, learn to be
spontaneous. But try not to
burn old bridges. To get the
advantage, check the day's rating: Ten is the easiest day, zero
the most challenging.
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Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a nine. You're amazingly
assertive now, so you should take
care. If you don't, you could end
up being elected to take charge.
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Taurus (April 20-May 20)
'Today is a six. List all the reasons
why you can't achieve your goal.
Then turn that into a list of problems
to be solved.
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Gemini(May 21-June 21)
Today is an eight. It's OK to procrastinate. In fact, it's recommended. It
should be obvious when the path is
clear. Wait until then.

Cancer(June 22-July 22)
Today is a five. This is a good
time to get business arrangements down in writing. Stick to
the letter of the law and alleviate
future worries.
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Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a five. OK, you can go
now. You can take a chance.
Vou're lucky again, especially
when doing something you've
done before.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a five. There's plenty of
work. Too much, even. Do it as
fast and as well as you can, so
you can get on with other things.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an eight. You can let yourself be talked into a commitment,
but only with a person who's good
at keeping promises. This is a longterm deal.
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Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a five. Your best
investment is your home. If you
haven't got one, start working
on a plan. Put in the extra
effort.

o
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The Famil Monster by Josh Shalek
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an eight. Finally, somebody
who understands and supports your
position is standing up for you. This
makes the game much more fun.
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Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a six. Don't despair if it
seems like you're missing an
important item. Keep looking;
odds are good you'll find it.
(
4,
4,
41 ..40 •••••••••...

Aquarius(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

44Z.
C-4

Today is an eight. The more you
study and practice, the more
popular you become. Strange,
but true. Everybody wants to be
with a champ.

‘lIt‘4},
www.joshshalek.com http://www.myspace.com/joshshalek

Pisces(Feb. 19-March 20)

A College Girl Named Joe

(c) 2006, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder-Tribune
Information Services.
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by Aaron Warner
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nqA aronArt.com

Today is a five. Money's coming
your way, possibly for work
already done. If you're not quite
done yet with something, quickly
finish it up.

A

I.IAVP‘I'T YOU RR 1-1A.R9,
WON'TCOME KNOCKIN'
IF TYEPOOMNOB WAS
A SOCK ON"?
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Trial and Tribulations

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Major commodity
7 Knife thrust
11 Owns
14 Plant a second
crop
15 Distinctive
atmosphere
16 & so forth
17 "The Lion in
Winter" star
18 Wide smile
19 What person
20 Grange
22 More destitute
24 Ivey or Garvey
27 Strongboxes
29 Diarist Frank
30 Teheran man
32 Wee lad
33 Cuban export
34 Barnard, Smith,
et al.
37 Cow chow
38 Bruise
39 Extinct bird
42 Uninvited guests
44 Knights'
weapons
47 Swallow
48 Eddie Murphy
movie
Stanley
49
Gardner
50 Little misses
52 Disorderly
jumble
53 Oven-cooked
55 Cream shade
57 Chewy treat
58 Seth's son
60 Give a new title
to
64 Psychic letters
65 Provoke
66 English pope
Moines, IA
67
68 Arizona city
69 Combined, as
resources
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6 Fancy pitchers
Solutions
7 Sink in the
S30
VS3IN
03100d
middle
dS3
311EI
NVILIGV
8 Capsized
9 Zodiac's first
vi n e
90N3
3IAIVN31:1
sign
nap 3 a 31SVOU
10 Cause of ruin
31H3
Sill I D
SS AV1
11 Felling
S30VIA4
1V3
N3LIHS
12 Goddess of
SEI3HSVH031VD
wisdom
A VH
- 1N00
3S11
13 Olympics official VOLAI
21 Screen stars
MIS I SN3A AS
23 Podium
I NVH I
QVI
HVO I 0
24 Part of a table
VNVCI
la
S3A
NNV
setting
LAILIVd
033N
I
H3
25 Neighborhood
N I LI9
310010
OHM
26 Dark blue
MOE1038
vanv
28 Ferrari, e.g.
013
31 Andes people
31dV1S
9VIS
SVH
33 Salad green
35 Wino
DOWN
43 Saki's real name 54 Part of the
36 ISS partner
1 Theater sign's
school year
44 Combined
39 Little more than
letters
56 Reconstruct
45 Stir up
40 Underground
2 Hanoi holiday
46 Bracing devices 59 Black or White
deposits
3 Gone by
Bottle resident? 61 Be ill
50
41
Nonreligious
Queries
4
62 Miss West
51 Assign to the
5 "Damn Yankees" 42 Force on
63 Pull the plug on
heap
junk
astronauts?
vamp
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The scene is a packed courtroom.
The prosecutor sits at his table atop a
mountain of evidence with a smug
look on his face. He knows the odds
are stacked in his favor today and that Rambling
a victory here will assure him the Fool
lucrative spot in a private firm he's
been gunning for all these years. The
By Benjamin Jarvela
pay raise alone is enough to make
him drool.
Prosecutor:"No more catfood for my butt! That's awesome!"
Prosecutor "Indeed, it is. Now,
me,that's for sure."
Across the aisle,the defense looks Mr. Student, how many hands do
worried. A handful of kids in their you have?"
John:"Umm ... two?"
late teens are huddled around their
Prosecutor "Excellent Now,will
poor lawyer, a man whose expression is most comparable to that of a you do this court the favor of using
deer about to be run down by a trac- both your hands and this map and
tor-trailer. The awl weight of reality showing us where it leads?"
John appears confused by these
is bearing down on him like a ton of
bricks — a situation not made any bet- instructions. After a long pause, he
ter by the fact that most of the co- throws up his hands in disgust and
defendants are drunk,stoned or both. swears.
Prosecutor: 'There you have it,
As the bailiff calls everyone to their
feet,the Honorable Judge Harrington your honor. Two hands and a map!"
Judge: "Would the defense like to
Q. Penningsworth strides to the
bench to oversee the day's proceed- cross-examine?"
Attention in the courtroom turns
ings.
the defense lawyer, who is
towards
rise!"
"All
Bailiff:
The defense raises, stumbles, not paying attention. He's far to busy
steadies themselves, and comes to a trying to simultaneously stop two
braced half-stand. The prosecutor students from making out and a thinl
comes to his feet, grinning, in a from talking on his cell phone.
Judge:"Apparently not. You may
motion that looks more like a touchcontinue."
down dance than anything else.
Prosecutor "Your honor,the peo4
Judge: "Is the prosecution
pie would like to call one of the
ready?"
defendants, but is prepared to offer
Prosecutor:"Yes, your honor."
that person anonymity in order to
Judge:"Then you may begin."
Prosecutor: "Thank you, your spare them from further public
honor. Ladies and gentlemen, we shame."
The judge grants this motion and
are here today for good reason.
We are here today to prove, a large screen is set up, along with
beyond a shadow of a doubt, that voice distortion technology.
Prosecutor: "Now, will you
these individuals ..."
He gestures to the defense table, please state for the court what your
which is swarming with inebriated intentions were when you decided to
young students from the University run for ... (chuckle) ... public
officer
of Maine.
Secret Witness: "Basically, to
Prosecutor " ... are guilty of
crimes against humanity. These save a swamp and to raise taxes."
Prosecutor "Right... right Now,
youngsters, who have never proven
themselves capable of leading so can you tell us what qualifies you to
much as a girl scout troop, are guilty so much as hold a driver's license,
of actually believing themselves much less be a public official?"
Secret Witness: "Well, in high
qualified to be elected to any office
beyond that of Dog Catcher and, if school ..."
Judge: "I'm sorry. High school
you can believe it, actually tried rundoesn't count as experience."
ning!"
Secret Witness: "It doesn't? Well,
The crowd gasps in amazement
An elderly woman in the back row when I was in student government
shrieks and passes out into the aisle.
As several people rush to her aid,the
Judge: "Drinking coffee in the
judge calls for order and the prosecu- student union doesn't count as leadtion continues.
ership experience either. That is inadProsecutor "Your honor,the peo- missible."
Prosecutor "So, you have no
ple today intend to prove that the
average college student is utterly other experience beyond high school
incapable offinding his own rear end and college?"
Secret Witness: "Well, I did wait
with both hands and a map and that
different
tables at the Bear Brew for a semesthese individuals are no
to
testify
to
ter!"
witnesses
call
will
We
Prosecutor "There you have it,
that fact and demonstrate the need to
imprison these individuals for a term your honor. No real-world experiof no less than eighty billion years." ence, an incomplete education, and
an incapability to locate their own
Judge:"You may continue."
Prosecutor "Your honor,to begin rear ends. The prosecution rests."
Judge: "Does the defense have
with, the prosecution would like to
... anything?"
call John Q. Student to the stand."
At this time, the defense
A young,unshaven teen in a wrinback
the
from
who is finally tired of
lawyer,
up
stands
T-shirt
kled
and comes forward. After being hearing about Ushuaia and
sworn in, which takes awhile,as he is Facebook, storms out of the courtunsure as to which hand is his right room. The defendants, who are all
and should therefore be placed on the too busily working on their
MySpace profiles, don't even
Bible, he takes a seat on the stand.
Prosecutor "Mr. Student, would notice.
Judge: "In that case,I have no
you describe yourselfas a typical colof
choice but to find you all guilty of
lege student at the University
gross stupidity, endangering pubMaine?"
lic welfare, and of being kids. I ,
John: "Dude.Totally."
Prosecutor: "Excellent Now,ifI sentence you all to 1,000 hours of
service.
community
can turn your attention to exhibit actual
Please, don't try anything like this
"A",can you tell us what this is?"
John: "Man,it looks like a map to again for atleast another decade."
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UM celebrates National Loss
Women in Sports Day

From Page 20

By Danielle K. Smith
For The Maine Campus
ORONO — The University of
Maine celebrated the 20th
Anniversary of National Girls and
Women in Sports Day yesterday.
The U.S. Congress chartered the
day in 1986 to honor female athletic achievement and recognize
tjle importance of sports and fitness participation for all girls and
women.
Thousands of sports educators,
coaches, athletic directors, recreation directors, association members, sponsors, students and parents across the country show their
support for National Girls and
Women in Sports Day.
"Universities across the nation
do something for this day and
we've chosen to do a pizza party
and activities fair, among other
things," said Julie Grenier, who
coordinated the event.
The day started in the field
house at 4 p.m., where the girls
saw several UMaine teams practicing, including the men's basketball, baseball and swim teams.
After that it was off to the
Ifniversity's newest feature, the
Mahaney Dome,for a quick look.
"It was really neat," said
Angela Bohovich, athletic marketing assistant, "I'd been in it
[the dome] before, but it wasn't

Duo
From Page 16
head coach Ted Woodward knows
his Black Bears will need to be at
their best to contain the Hawks'
dynamic duo.
"They're the top one-two punch
in the league and it presents a heck
of a challenge," he said. "We'll
work on it in practice these next few
days. No one's been able to stop
Adeleke at all, and Cook, on most
nights, they can't stop him either."
Don't think these Black Bears
aren't capable of doing just that,
though. After all, they were the one
team that was adept at handling
Vermont's inside-outside combination of Taylor Coppenrath and T.J.
Sorrentine, with more success
against the Cats over the duo's
tenure than any other America Fast
team. And Hartford isn't nearly as
leep, or consistent, as those UVM
squads.
In fact, the Hawks bring in a
record that pales in comparison to
their top two players,just 3-5 in an
America East that's as wide open as
it's ever been. The Black Bears
stand at 4-5 in fifth place after starting 0-4 in dead last a little over two
,.weeks ago. The parity in the conference,and team's abilities to make
moves up and down the standings,
was not lost on Woodward.
"For whatever reason, they
haven't played as well as they did
at the start of the year,"
Woodward said. "In December, I
thought they were clearly one of
the favorites in the league, and
that hasn't changed. They're an
extremely talented, capable oppo-dent, and one of those teams that
is looking to get hot and have as
good a chance as any to contend
in the conference championship."

heated and there was only a single
light. It's impressive to see it
now.,,
The group of approximately 50
children, ranging from Bangor,
Hermon, Old Town, Levant and
as far as Belfast, gathered at
Dexter Lounge in the Alfond
Arena for a tour of the Shawn
Walsh Hockey Center, the newest
addition to the arena.
Mostly in attendance were
adolescents from third to eighth
grade who listened attentively as
they were introduced the members of the women's basketball
team, then later to Cheryl White
as she conducted a tour of the
arena.
White, a forward for the
women's hockey team, led the
group through the weight room,
into the re-done locker rooms,
and out to see the ice arena transform into the basketball court for
the night's game.
"This is the first year we've
done anything like this," said
Janice Clark of student athlete
services. "We always celebrate
Women in Pports day, but we usually just have a group come to the
game."
"This year we thought we'd try
something a. little more personable," added Clark. "We're hoping to see what works, and try and
get the word out for next year."

One of those reasons has been
defense, as Hartford finds itself
allowing the most points per
game in the conference, and near
the bottom of the rankings in field
goal defense with opponents converting 44 percent. ,
The Hawks tipped UMaine 7672 in the two teams' conference
opener way back on Dec. 3.
Adeleke had a relatively modest
18 points while Cook chipped in
his average of 15, but Adeleke's
12 rebounds were more than half
of the entire Black Bears' squad,
as the Hawks held a commanding
37-22 advantage on the boards.
That was before junior center
01li Ahvenniemi and freshman
forward Philippe Tchekane Bofia
emerged in the Black Bears'front
court. Ahvenniemi didn't take a
shot and was limited to four
rebounds to go with four personal
fouls the first time around, while
Bofia, in his first career start, had
seven points and seven boards.
Since then, Bofia has been
named America East rookie of the
week three times, and Ahvenniemi
has emerged as one of the league's
top defenders, with an impressive
53 blocks and ever improving
rebounding and scoring. Still, the
pair will be tested by the challenges Adeleke presents.
"I think every game you measure yourself," said Woodward.
"You don't go out and say,
'Here's what I do against Kenny
Adeleke.' He's just a special type
of player that you hope you can
slow down some."
Wiith Adeleke's size and
strength up front, Ahvenniemi
and Bofia's contributions are
magnified.
"We'll be going against a lot of
size and those guys will have to
do a great job for us," Woodward
said.

combined 7.4 points per game.
"We knew going into the
game we were depleted, down
to only eight," said McInerney.
Those eight included Bracey
Barker, who walked off the
court grimacing after being
toppled over in the second half,
and Underwood, who is still
nursing a high-ankle sprain
suffered in the UMaine's last
home game against University
of
Maryland-Baltimore
County.
"I'm not sure I have said all
year how
tough
Ashley
Underwood is and tonight best
epitomized it at halftime when
the buzzer went off and she
was still running down the
stairs after icing and getting
her ankle re-taped at halftime,"
said McInerney.
Barker, who was held scoreless in the first half by stifling
Hartford defense, finished with
nine points. Senior center Abby
Schrader chipped in with eight
points and five boards.
"They are a good team
watching them on film but it's
even better in person," said
McInerney. "They have all the
components you need to be a
championship team."
The Hawks showed off their
balanced scoring from both
veterans and underclassmen.
Freshmen MaryLynne Schaifer
and Erica Beverly combined
for 23 points and pulled down
four rebounds apiece. Seniors
Danielle Hood and Erika
Messam tossed in 10 and 11,
respectively.
"We're not getting the job
done and hopefully we can turn
it around now that we are in the
second half of our conference
schedule," said Underwood.
After two Underwood free
throws pulled UMaine to within two, the team went ice-cold,
turning the ball over on ninestraight possessions. Hartford
capitalized with a 12-0 run
before a Schrader layup ended
the 6:05 drought.
"We just tried to do too
much one on one, not making
shots, not finishing lay ups.
They were 5-7 from three in
the first half and that really

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS

BOX OUT — Senior center Abby Schrader looks to clear
position in the paint during last night's game.
killed us," said Underwood.
Rizzotti called a time out
after a layup from Schrader
closed the gap to 10 with 1:43
left in the first half. Her Hawks
responded scoring seven unanswered points to lead 39-22 at
intermission.
"We go on runs, we get it
within reach, and then we make
a turnover or miss a box out,
get beat in transition," said
Underwood. "That's what we
do."
"Our defense needs to get
better," said McInerney, "a lot
better."
The Black Bears return to
action Saturday when they
travel to take on Binghamton at
1 p.m. The Bearcats are coming
off an embarassing loss to
UMBC last night, 63-37.
UMaine, who has lost nine
straight road games, defeated
UMBC 73-56 at the Alfond 12
days ago.
UMaine returns home Feb.
15.

America East
Standings
1,. Hartford
2. Bing.
3. BU
4. USB
5. UNH
6. UMBC
7. UVM
8. UM
9. UAB

Leading Scorers
1. A. Castro, UVM 16.9
2. M. Ford, USB 16.2
3. J. Smith, USB 15.4
4. D. Clark, UNH, 14.7
5. D. Hood, Hart 14.1

9 pm -1 ant @ The BeAr blieW
Sib Ark,

•

Cover Charge:$6

•

8-0 16-2
5-3 12-7
5-3 12-7
5-3 12-7
4-4 12-7
3-5 11-8
3-5 7-11
2-6 6-13
1-7 5-14
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Bus'finale is reason to "coy Steelers eerily similar to Patriots
enjoy this Super Bowl
5 UPEd,

0

By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter

By John Madore
For The Maine Campus
It's been three years since Patriots fans
haven't had a meaningful reason to watch
the Super Bowl. This year's edition, Super
Bowl XL in Detroit, pits the gutsy sixth
seeded Pittsburgh Steelers at 11-5 versus the
sleeper from Seattle, the Seahawks at 13-3.
So what motive is there, besides the great

Commentary
commercials and the fact that Super Sunday
is the second largest food consumption day
in America,for New England fans to watch
what is being dubbed Super Bowl "Xtra
Boring?"
Jerome Bettis is trying to accomplish
something few athletes have ever done: End
his career with a championship. He would
be joining a short list that includes greats
like John Elway and Ray Bourque and even
Michael Johnson, who won gold at Sydney
in 2000. Not a bad class to be in for the
NFL's fifth all-time leading rusher, only
behind the likes of Smith, Payton, Sanders
and Martin.
But in no way was it an easy road back
to his home town of Detroit for Bettis. After
four years at the University of Notre Dame,
Bettis was drafted 10th overall by the Los
Angeles Rams in 1993, and is now one of
the few former L.A. Rams still left in the
league. He was traded to Pittsburgh in 1996,
just three months after the Steelers' last
Super Bowl appearance.
Nine years later,"The Bus"finally found
himself on a contending team led by rookie
quarterback Ben Roethlisberger. The
Steelers finished the 2004 regular season
15-1 and advanced to the AFC championship game at home against the defending
champion Patriots.
Contemplating retirement all season, the
stage seemed to be set for Jerome to finally
make it to the Super Bowl. But those plans
were foiled by the Pats. The Steelers were
devastaterl
An emotional Hines Ward said after that
game,"You put it all on the line, it's disappointing," as he wiped tears from his eyes."I

UCONN
From Page 20
had a really good series against
UNH, and so I think the confidence is there," said UMaine
head coach Guy Perron.
"Looking at the standings,
UConn has given us a hard
time. With them being four
points ahead of us, and since
we have a game in hand,
there's a playoff-like atmosphere."
UMaine's jolt into the
national spotlight comes after a
7-0 thrashing of the Boston
University Terriers. The game
saw junior forward Brigitte
freshman
and
LaFlamme
two goals
up
Vanessa Vani pick
Also,
victory.
to
en route
because the Black Bears were
missing the services of goaltender Genevieve Turgeon,
who started 13 games, UMaine
has relied on Rachel Gettings.
Gettings, who was the primary goalie for Perron last
year, has posted a 4-1-1 record
as she picked up her second
shutout of the season against
Terriers. Her two shutouts place
her in a tie with Turgeon for the

mean,I wanted to win more for him; more
than anything, 'cause he deserves to be a
champion."
Bettis took a few weeks to think about
retirement, and eventually chose to stay with
a little help from Roethlisberger, who
according to recent statements, told Bettis
after the game,"Come back and I'll bring
you to the Super Bowl."
And that's exactly what happened, while making plenty of history in the process. The Steelers
qualified for the playoffs by only
one game, and then successfully knocked off the
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
seei:ls in the AFC, while
also becoming the first
No.6 seed to make it to
the Super Bowl.
Ironically, all that
"history" - almost
didn't
happen
because of Bettis. His fumble on the
two-yard line at the end of the Colts
game, when the Steelers were trying to
run out the clock, almost cost them the
game. But it was 'Big Ben' who helped
keep his promise by making the game
saving tackle on the Colts Nick Harper,
who had picked up the fumble and was
taking it the other way for a touchdown.
One week later, the same situation
arose in Denver. This time it produced
different results. Redemption for Bettis;
a two-yard touchdown run and his first
trip to the Super Bowl.
"It makes it worth while, it makes
everything that we as a team have to
endure and go through, and personally
myself [what] I've had to go through
throughout my career, it makes it all
worth it," Bettis said after the clinching
game.
When Super Bowl Sunday rolls
around,don'tjust cheer for the Steelers or
for the Seahawks. Cheer for a man with
heart, a man with pride, and a man who
played every game like it was his last,
because this time it will be. Cheer for
Jerome Bettis and let"The Bus" drive off
into Canton, Ohio as a champion.

third most in the conference.
"This weekend is going to
be a big challenge because they
are coming off a big win
against Northeastern," said
Gettings, who was named to
the conference honor roll team.
"We are looking to get two
points and then go to the next
game and see what happens."
As for their upcoming battle
against the Huskies, the last
time the Black Bears played
UConn, they were the No. 9
team in the country. Since that
time, Connecticut's record has
dipped to 10-16-1, despite having a 8-6-0 record in Hockey
East. As for UMaine, their
record stands at 12-5-6 and 45-4 in Hockey East.
Because of their conference
record, the Huskies are in a tie
for third place in the conference with Providence with 16
points. If the Black Bears were
to, sweep the Huskies and pick
up four points, they would be
in the playoffs.
Although the Black Bears
won their last encounter
against the Huskies, it was
around this time last season
where things did not go
UMaine's way. After splitting
the series with the Huskies, the

Only in the NFL could the
original underdog turn into
everybody's favorite.

Commentary
Right before the playoffs
started, nobody outside of
Pittsburgh, myself and other
Steelers fans, picked them to
even get into the second
round of the playoffs. Just a few
weeks later,

everyone is
picking them to
be Super Bowl
Champs.
At
this
it
point,
might be a
safe bet
that
the

Steelers
could
be
holding the Vince Lombardi
trophy.
In case you haven't
noticed, and most New
England fans have, the
Steelers are s a team that does
well in the regular season and
look good until they play a
certain team at Gillette. Once
they get to Massachusetts it

usually means "See you next
season." It's an image that
some of us, unfortunately, got
used to. Not to be funny or
anything, but in a previous
column, didn't I make the
same remark about Texas and
their inability to get past
Oklahoma? And look what
happened to them.
I am not comparing the
Steelers to the University of
Texas. Big Ben is not Vince
Young by any means. Then
again, not a lot of people are.
This,could this be the year in
football where the two teams
who have been the butt of
every joke, finally win? Yes,
it is.
No team has slowed
Pittsburgh down this year,
whether they're at Heinz
Field or on the road. Outside
of the game against the Colts,
the Steelers have not really
had a hiccup along the way.
It's one thing if a team wins a
game or two on the road during the playoffs, however, it's
another if they can do it all the
way to the Super Bowl.
Even admitting this next
point scares me,but in a lot of
ways they are like the
Patriots. Somewhere the guy
who had a stroke when
Jerome Bettis fumbled is
probably going into cardiac
arrest while reading this.
Think about it. Outside of
Ben Roethlisberger, Hines
Ward and "The Bus", can the
casual NFL fan really name
anyone on that team? Can
anyone tell me who Chris
Hope is and where he played
college ball or better yet, do
most of these people know
that the Steelers have one of
the best lineman in the game
in Alan Faneca?
Exactly, most people do
not know thatjust like people
did not know about the New

England Patriots.
At the time of their first
championship, the average
fan knew about Tom Brady,
Willie McGinest and that
was probably about it. Years
later, people know that team.
Why? Not necessarily
because of guys like Brady,
but because of the role players. When you look at the
Pats, you have great players,
but outside of Brady, Corey
Dillion
and
Rodne.y
Harrison, they do not have
any real superstars. They
have good, hard-working
players,just like the Steelers.
Could I sit here and throw
out stats? Yeah, I could, but
here is the thing, in a game
like the Super Bowl, stats
don't really matter. If they
did, then the law of averages
would have given the
Buffalo Bills a title by now.
I am not taking anything
away from the Seahawks.
They have an offense that
can blow most people away.
With a quarterback that can
hit a target from anywhere
and a running back who can
take a concussion and come
back to bust out for me
than 120 and two touchdowns, how could you not
give them props?
Then again the last time I
checked, there was another
team from the NFC who had a dynamic offense. The Greatest Show on Turf is
what they were called. Then
60 minutes later, they lost the
Super Bowl to some underdogs.
Yeah, the underdogs. The
same underdogs who have
basically dominated the
game for the past few years.
Maybe not being on top
isn't such a bad thing after
all. Then again, neither is a
Super Bowl ring.
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SONIA'S BLADE — UMaine's Sonia Corriveau taps home the second goal of the Black
Bears' 7-0 rout of Boston University last Saturday at Alfond Arena.
Black Bears finished the year
with a 2-8-0 mark. Four of
those losses included games
against New Hampshire and
the Providence Friars.

"We are scoring a lot more
than last year," said forward
Sonia Corriveau.
I think the biggest difference is the fact that we are

starting to do well against top
ten teams."
The
puck
drops
if:
Storrs,Conn. on both Saturday
and Sunday at 2 p.m.
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Reliving the Rivalry
UNH hasn't won at Alfond Arena since Jan. 8, 2000.
Here's a look back at the streak:
UMaine 3

UNH 0

UMaine 2 UNH 2(OT)

Nov. 7, 2004
Matt Lundin comes in for an
injured Jimmy Howard and
stonewalls the Wildcats.

Feb. 2, 2002
Putting off surgety to stifle the
Black Bears, Mike Ayers'33
saves steal the show.

UMaine 5 UNH 0

UMaine 6 UNH 3

Jan. 31, 2004
Five different Black Bears
light the lamp to chase Mike
Ayers from the pipes for the
second straight night.

Feb. 1,2002
UMaine scores three goals
after Ayers leaves with a severed tendon in his wrist after
a teammate's skate slices him
during a scrum in the crease.

UMaine 5 UNH 4
Jan. 30, 2004
UMaine nearly loses 5-1 third
period lead, but Frank Doyle
preserves the win.

UMaine 2

UNH 1 (0T)

Nov. 22, 2002
Jimmy Howard makes 35
saves, while Martin Karyia
nets the game winner 29
seconds into overtime.

UMaine 3 UNH 2(OT)
Feb. 4, 2001
Peter Metcalf's game winner
in overtime foils a steller effort
in net by UNH's Ty Conklin.

UNH beat UMaine 4-2
earlier this season at the
Whittemore Center.
UMaine leads the
all-time series 51-36-5.

Wildcats UNH
suspend
seven

From Page 20

UNH head coach
Dick Umile announced
Wednesday that he
has suspended seven
players for Friday's
game due to violating
team rules, amongst
them star forwards
Daniel Winnick and
Brett Hemmingway.
Umile, who also suspended Josh Ciocco,
Mike Radja, Trevor
Smith, Jerry Pollastrone,
and Greg Collins, said
that the group will make
the trip to Orono and will
be eligible to return to
the lineup on Saturday
night.

Have a
story from
the line
or the big
games?
THE

NE

AMPUS
Matt Williams
Sports Editor
581-1268

Returning playmaker and fellow assistant captain Michel
Leveille puts it even more
bluntly.
"We are in the same situation as them, so if either team
gets swept this weekend it's
going to be huge," said
Leveille. "We have our destiny
in our own hands."
The Black Bears enter the
series against their archrival
ranked eighth in the country in
the USA Today-USA Hockey
Magazine poll and twelfth in
the USCHO-CSTV Poll. With a
record of 17-9-0 and 10-7-0 in
conference play, the Black
Bears will be looking to
improve on their disappointing
placement in the current Pair
Wise Ranking. 21st.
"As far as the Pair Wise, I
think the big thing for us is that
we can't worry about it right
now because its out of our control," said Whitehead. "What is
within our control is our effort
and focus each weekend. And
that is what we are going to
continue do; we are going to
focus on the task at hand."
The Black Bears won't be the
only squad looking to move up
in the Pair Wise this weekend.
UNH is also stuck looking
at the NCAA tournament race
from the outside ranked 19th.
The Wildcats, who enter the
game reeling from a crushing
defeat to Providence last weekend, are 13-9-4, 9-3-5 in
Hockey East. And what about
that eight-game losing streak at
Alfond?
"Streaks don't mean anything," said Mullin. "We have
snapped som'e pretty long
streaks this year. What we did
in the past doesn't mean- a
whole lot. It's what we do this
weekend and how we prepare
that is going to matter."
UMaine already has one
thing in their favor: the returns

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
DEEP IN THOUGHT — UMaine coach Tim Whitehead ponders strategy as his team
watches play during a game at Alfond Arena earlier this season.
of
dynamic
playmaker
Leveille, who has missed the
last two weeks with a sprained
knee, and gritty defender Bret
Tyler, who's been out with an
ankle sprain.
Whitehead is optimistic
about the performances of both
players.
"We are very hopeful; both
are cleared for full contact,"
said Whitehead. "They won't
be in the best condition physically but at the same time if we
can get them back in the lineup
for at least one of the games it
will give our team a big lift."
For the Black Bears, the
return of both .key skaters
marks the first time in months
that they are completely
healthy.
"We actually haven't been
healthy since early November,"
said Whitehead. "We haven't
had all our weapons at our disposal so to speak."
Leveille believes he is ready
to go.
"I am feeling good, I have
been doing some rehab for the
last couple of weeks," said
Leveille. "I've been working
hard to get ready for this weekend. You know that stuff happens, its part of the games. You
just have to deal with it."
The speedy center will wear
a brace on his leg to protect the
injury.
"The brace is fine. It keeps my
leg straight and stuff," said
Leveille. "Itjust gives me the confidence. It is like a mental thing."
Tyler, on the other hand will
have his ankle taped.
UMaine will need both
against the Wildcats and are
willing to try anything for a
couple victories.
"They did juggle the lines
last weekend, although they
didn't win, so maybe they will
go back to loading up that line
of McFlicker, Winnik and
Hemingway," said Whitehead.
"Either way will we adjust. We
will be prepared for different
line-ups for them."
The Black Bears will hope
to combat an energetic pair of
netminders in Kevin Regan and
Jeff Pietrasiak.
Regan has played in 14
games with a 2.68 goals
against average and a .910 save
percentage, while Pietrasiak

holds a 2.34 goals against aver- [Standbrook] says."
Attacking Bishop and teamage and .929 save percentage.
UMaine freshman netminder mate Matt Lundin in net will be
Ben Bishop is excited about the the talented Winnik, who leads
chance to take on the talented the Wildcats with 30 points on
11 goals and 19 assists, and
foes.
"They have good goalies," Micflikier, who has a teamsaid Bishop. "It's fun when you high 20 assists and eight goals.
Lundin has posted a 1.48
have two goalies that are good
goals against average and a
going against each other."
Bishop, who currently is 10- .940 save percentage this sea5-0 with a .900 save percentage son. Bishop says he feeds off
and 2.44 goals against average, Lundin's performances.
Friday night's game will
feels he has washed away his
mark the first of three straight
past struggles from this year.
"I am just trying to stay nationally televised Friday
under control and not get to night games for the Black
owild," said Bishop. "At the Bears on CSTV.
After UNH,the Black Bears
beginning of the season I was
real under control because I are set to tussle with Vermont
think I was a little nervous. and Boston College on backThen I got a little too comfort- to-back weekends.
able that allowed me to get out
Friday's game is set for 8
of control.
p.m., while the puck drops
"You just got to play like a Saturday at 7 p.m. Saturday's
90-year man like Grant game is on WABI-TV.

What They're Saying
UMaine hockey players share thoughts
on the upcoming series against UNH
"Obviously, being a
senior here you realize how big this is, not
only for the team, but
also for the crowd.
— Steve Mullin
Senior defenseman

"I am really excited;
our fans are unreal.
I've heard stories that
they will be camping
out Thursday night.
I've seen them out
against Denver —
They're insane when
"We need our crowd
they are in full force.
behind us. All teams
When they get
say the sixth man is
going, it gets you
the crowd, and it's
going and the whole
team going."
true."
Leveille
Michel
—
— Ben Bishop
Senior forward
Freshman goalie

THEIVIAINTE
CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS

Hiring
Need an extra
$36,000.00 a year?
Vending business for sale.
Sell $5000
Apartments & Houses
1-800-568-1281
or
eff,1,2,3,4,5,6 bed avail.
vendingfriends.com
KC Management:
866-7027
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Damon looks for photo finish
UMaine senior strives
to cap dream come true
with the perfect ending
By Matthew Conyers
Editor In Chief

rom the start, the Derek Damon story was well-documented:
"Hometown boy from Bangor dreams of playing for
the University of Maine ice hockey team. Legendary
coach takes then Black Bears' stick boy aside and
tells him to pursue the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Stick boy
quickly becomes a prep school star and wins state championship. Coach returns and offers scholarship for the prodigy."
The tale has all the trappings one would expect from a
Disney sports movie.
However,there is one huge difference: The ending has yet to
be written.
And for Damon, now in his final year for the Black Bears,
there is onlyone proper conclusion for this college hockey fairy
tale.
"Obviously, every guy in that locker morn wants a national
championship," said Damon."I want it more than anything in
whatever people say, they don't know what's going on, espethe fiery forward is not taking anything for granted.
this world."
in the locker room. It's amazing how many things get
cially
"People don't understand how fast it goes by," said Damon.
This drive for a national title is fueled even more by what
just by what people think. They are not inside the Maine
started
am
I
now
right
but
happened two years ago in Boston, when the Black Bears fell 1- "It's going to be tough at the end of the year,
family. They are not those 28 guys in that locker mom.
Hockey
advanhome-ice
for
striving
am
I
all.
at
that
about
not thinking
0 to Denver in the penultimate game.
And that is why we are going to be successful this year: We
"Obviously, it will hurt because we were in that national tage in the Hockey Fast tournament."
let outside things affect us. We are brothers."
don't
No matter what happens with the Black Bears when March
championship game, and we were so close to achieving that
he doesn't wear a C or even an A, UMaine head
Although
far
So
forgotten.
easily
be
goal," said Damon."Yeah, it's important to win a Hockey Fast rolls around, Damon's legacy won't
coach Tim Whitehead believes Derek has
15
than
Boy,
less
who
grew
up
Bangor
regular season or a Hockey Fast tournament championship, but the
stepped into the role of an upperclassman peraway from Alfond Arena, has regthe most important thing is the NCAA championships. That's minutes
every
ly,
fectly.
"Obvious
and 53 assists over his
what we are fighting for. That's why we have been in the NCAA istered 46 goals
"Fact year, leaders emerge for the team,and
putting him a mere tally
UMaine,
at
career
row."
a
in
years
and
seven
14
locker
that
tournament
in
guy
Derek certainly emerged for us in a lot of differ100 point mileTo pursue that elusive goal of bringing a third banner home away from breaking the
leadership areas," said Whitehead."He conent
stone. Not a bad statistic, considering the
room wants a
to assert himselfin a very positive way for
tinues
amount of pressure Damon was put under
national
He has a lot of great things ahead of
team.
his
to perform at UMaine.
him in the future."
"I kind of liked having the pressure
championship.
The fans' tough love for Damon is surprisaround me," said Damon. "I try to use
Remember,this is the kid that wanted nothing.
than
sucI want it more
that as motivation and fuel it for my
than to be a Black Bear. Not a Terrier.
more
ing
people
when
me
bother
It
cess. doesn't
."
anything
A Black Bear.
Eagle.
Not an
around here say I can't play here. I have
the summer before my last
basically
was
"It
proven myself for four years and shown
Damon
coach Walsh had been on
and
Derek
juniors,
of
year
that I can play at this level. I use those
first year," said Damon.
my
of
end
the
at
Hockey
me
UMaine
me
to
say
really
about
words that people
to come back here and
me
"They really wanted
drive me."
kid that he wanted to
little
a
was
I
when
me
"Obviously, he's the hometown kid, he's got a lot of pressure play.[Walsh] told
day."
one
Maine
for
playing
me
see
on him in coming from Bangor," said teammate Keith Johnson.
So Damon did what any local kid who grew up rooting ilk
"He always wants to shine in front of the hometown crowd. I
the blue and white would do: He committed to UMaine, even
think he thrives off that."
People will talk, especially in Orono. Over the course of the with Walsh's biggest nemesis closely pursuing him.
to Orono, Damon dedicated himself like never before this off"BU was in the mix before I committed to Maine,but I don't
season fans have wondered whether or not
season.
I could ever live with myself if I played for BU," said
think
the
of
"This summer, I took on a whole different attitude," said Damon was upset about not being one
Damon. "I grew up around here, I grew up around the BUDamon."In past years,it goes by so quickly that you don't real- Black Bears'three captains.
Maine rivalry; it never entered my mind to reconsider my
This notion is one he
ize it. Now, it being my senior year, I knew I had to take an
decision. I had Maine,and I always wanted to play for
advantage ofevery time I stepped on the ice. I need to really help quickly renounces.
Maine. When they came into the picture, my heart
were
"The guys that
this team win this year. last year, I was so inconsistent. It was
was already made up."
captains were
hard to really handle the way we went on last year, so that is picked
But that's Derek. From the start, it
the
for
guys
right
the
year."
the
past
what has driven me
always about UMaine and honorwas
Damon, who finished as the Black Bears leading scorer last job," said Damon.
the tradition that he grew up
ing
season,felt he lacked the proper intensity towards the end of the "Greg [Moore] is
watching.
guy
best
by far the
year.
"It's all about putting on dim
act year, that's what hurt me: I wasn't as intense," said on the team as a
said Damon. "The
jersey,"
We
Damon."I tried so many things in that second half of the season leader.
is symbolic.
jersey
Maine
to get out of that slump, and they just weren't working. It just couldn't ask for
go across
you
Wherever
seems thatbeing intense is the way. I don't have to be the 'rah- better captains.
hockey
the
in
country
the
rah'guy or the guy that goes out there and hammers a guy every It doesn't bother
knows
everyone
world,
shift, but as long as I am intense quietly, I know what I have to me at all."
hockey. To be
Maine
"Whatever
•
do."
part of that is special."
With this new-found intensity and a redefined philosophy, you hear or

F

Career Statistics
A

Pts

9

9

18

2003-04 13
2004-05 14
2005-06 10

18
13
13

31
27
23

46

53

99

2002-03
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What drives
UMaine's
Derek Damon?
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The Border War
University of New Hampshire vs. University of Maine

Bitter rivals
set to face off
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief ,
This was the weekend University of
New Hampshire men's ice hockey head
coach Dick Umile had to be dreading.
It was all there.
First week of February. Eight Hockey
East games remaining. A national audience watching.

UNH VS. UMAINE
FRIDAY, FEB. 3
8 P.M.
And oh yeah, one more thing:
They're playing in Orono, where they are
inless the last five years.
This weekend, however, the Wildcats
hope to end that streak with a two-game
slate against the surging University of
Maine men's ice hockey team.
To do so, they will have to go through
Black Bear head coach Tim Whitehead
first. With Whitehead at the helm the
Black Bears are a sterling 5-0-1 at Alfond
when the Wildcats come to town.
"It is always our favorite weekend of
the year when we host UNH," said
Whitehead.
Whitehead isn't the only factor going'
against the Wildcats. Like assistant captain Steve Mullin says, there's something
different about Alfond when UNH comes
to town.
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HANGING ON — Members of the UMaine men's hockey team watch intently as the puck is dropped with less
than 10 seconds left in the game. The Black Bears were clinging to a 2-1 lead last Saturday night.
"There's a little extra motivation when
you get to the rink and there's a line back
across the football field," said Mullin.
"You're ready to go that much more
when you see that. The buzz is a little
louder, the chants are a little louder and
everybody is more hyped up. It's Alfond
plus one."

Adding even more tension to the
annual Border War will be the fact that
each squad is in desperate need of
Hockey East points and wins on the
national scene. With the two teams separated by only one point in the conference
standings, the series has extra importance.

"Obviously, this weekend is critical,
Hockey East fourth place is on the line,"
said Mullin. "As far as the national picture goes this is huge for us too. We can't
lose to teams that are as high as they
are."
See UNH on Page 18

Hawks duo Black Bears struggle in home loss UM,UConn
battle for
to challenge
playoff spot
men's hoops
By Meghann Burnett•
Staff Reporter

By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
It's daunting enough being asked
to contain the conference's leading
'scorer and the second leading
rebounder in America.

HARTFORD VS. UM
THURSDAY, FEB. 2
7:30 P.M.
Add to the mix a talented, threetime All-Conference swingman and
things have the potential to get a bit
out of hand.
That's what the University of
Maine men's basketball team will
have to contend with tonight, as
they host the Hartford Hawks at
Alfond Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Hartford brings to Orono the
premier post-presence in the league
in 6-9 center Kenny Adeleke and
one ofAmerica East's better scorers
ln senior Aaron Cook. UMaine
See DUO on Page 16

ORONO — Don't question
whether these Black Bears
come to play every time they
step on to the Alfond Arena
hardwood.
The
real Hart 73
problems lie in
55
their lack of UM
consistency.
The University of Maine
women's basketball team
opened the game strong and
controlled the tempo early, but
it wasn't enough, as Jen
Rizzotti's Hartford Hawks
rolled to a 73-55 victory.
"I think every aspect of
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS
what we've
MAKING HER POINT — Margaret Elderton's career-best
gone Women in
13 points weren't enough to push UMaine by Hartford.
through this Sports Day
season has
overall, while the Hawks tinued, this time in the form of
See story
been a chalremained unbeaten in confer- bench production.
The
lenge. on page 16
ence at 8-0, 16-2 on the year.
Hartford bench rose to the
There's
guard
Ashley occasion, outscoring UMaine
Junior
been a new challenge every Underwood led the Black Bears 30-7. The Black Bears bench
day," said head coach Anne with 14 points, three assists and did not score in the first half.
McInerney. "When you win three steals, and Margaret
The Black Bears' only three
games it masquerades some Elderton notched a career-high reserves, Lindsey Hugstad-Vaa,
things that losing brings to the 13 points.
Brittany Bowen and Colleen
forefront."
Despite turning the ball over Kilmurray- are averaging a
The Black Bears dropped to just five times in the second
2-6 in America East play, 6-13 half, UMaine's struggles conSee LOSS on Page 16

By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
Besides getting two conference points, they also did
something else — get two votes
in the national poll.

UM VS. UCONN
SATURDAY, FEB.4
2 P.M.
For the first time in program
history, the University of
Maine women's hockey team
received votes for the United
States College Hockey Online
magazine women's ice hockey
Poll on Monday. Besides the
two votes, the team is also
looking to pick up more points
as they face Hockey East rival,
the University of Connecticut.
"Our team is starting to
believe in ourselves and when
we got back from the break we
See UCONN on Page 17

